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King Talks To Students About Race 
By Jennifer Brobst 
On Sunday, October 15, 
Coretta Scott King addressed an open 
forum of about 300 USO students and 
guests in the University Center. She is 
one of the first of several speakers spon-
sored by the Associated Students of 
USO in its continuing lecture series. 
After being introduced as a voice of 
"reason and healing" amidst "an ever-
widening racial divide in America," and 
entering to a standing ovation, Coretta 
Scott King began by remembering her 
childhood. As a child, she and her 
friends had to go to the rear of the local 
ice cream store to see what flavors 
remained after the white children had 
finished ordering. Despite this early his-
tory, King reflected that the 1955-1968 
Civil Rights Movement achieved more 
to eradicate racial discrimination than 
the efforts in the four centuries which 
had preceded it. She particularly empha-
sized the 1964 Civil Rights Act which 
brought about desegregation. 
Nevertheless, King noted that today less 
than two percent of political office-hold-
ers ar~ African-American, despite the 
fact that about 12 percent of the general 
population is African-American. 
R ace relations have been highlight-
ed by the media in a negative way, 
according to King, especially since the 
OJ. Simpson trial and verdict. "Among 
intelligent, thoughtful people of all races, 
the trial should have no effect at all," she 
said. "There is something wrong when 
one case gets more news attention than 
the tens of thousands of other cases 
around the country," King said, regret-
ting the -fact that the celebrity status of 
Simpson was so influential upon the 
public. However, she acknowledged that 
the Simpson trial did emphasize the 
problem of racism in law enforcement · 
throughout America, as well as the crisis 
of domestic violence. 
To combat racism should set an example for both boys and 
today, King encour- girls, and noted that Rosa Parks would be 
aged "being proac- speaking to the assembly of marchers, 
tive." She advocated implying that women's voices would be 
the increased control heard. She applauded the goals of the 
of manufacturing and Million Man March to provide solidarity 
distribution of among young black men, to atone for.the 
weapons; reining in mistreatment of their families, to commit 
hate radio; encourag- to come together and take better care of 
ing responsible work their families, and to register to vote. 
among artists and per- However, King did note that in the now 
formers; increasing job famous 1963 march on Washington led 
opportunities; speak- by her husband, the Rev. Martin Luther 
ing out against child King, Jr., a decision had been made not 
abuse occurring in to allow the wives of the leaders to 
one's own neighbor- march with them. King said she was not 
hood; and speaking happy with the decision at the time, but 
out against bigotry, that it was "a long time ago." 
including the denial of When asked whether society had 
education to the chil- gotten any better since the Civil Rights 
dren of undocumented Movement, King responded that the dif-
workers. ficulties in race relations today were 
College students have "predictable." "Today we are not an 
a legacy of their own example for the world." She stated that 
in being proactive, Coretta Scott King , wife ef slain civil rights leader, Dr. Martin among minorities "there is a lot of pain 
according to King, Luther King, encourages USD students to combat racism. _ that white people need to hear, even if 
who referred to stu- (See page 17 for Dr. Kings "[Have a Dream" speech.) they're not personally responsible." She 
dent protests against added that "we are all re~ponsible" for 
the Vietnam War, and against segregation Drum Major Instinct," first given on alleviating such pain, and that the first 
in the Sou.th in Birmingham and Selma., : . Febru~ry ,4, J ?.68 l n th~- c;_hµrc_h wheri:: he . _ step tO)Vards reconciliation must be the 
She asked the audience to now "rise up co-pastored with his father. King spoke request for forgiveness among the white 
for peaceful social change" and to "reject of the human desire to lead and be first - community. Quoting her father-in-law, 
selfish concerns, materialism and drug .:. the Drum Major Instinct. "Recognize the Reverend King, "If people hate, 
abuse." "Commit yourself to the world- that he who is greatest among you shall someone has been teaching them to 
wide struggle against poverty, racism and be your servant ... become servants of hate." 
violence," said King. "Pick up the torch God and humankind ... be a drum major As a Christian, she noted that 
and lead America into another finally for the beloved community." ' Christianity is often not "practiced," but 
Revolution." ls.sues students should be When questioned by students about rather is "based on a veneer," despite the 
involved in included stopping military her · opinion of the Million Man March fact that all of the great religions of the 
spending, ending poverty and racism, on Washington sponsored by Louis world · are based on love. Coretta Scott 
preserving the environment, providing Farrakhan, and particularly the exclusion King said that she had learned more 
access to national healthcare, and ensur- of women from the march, King about love from the study of non- vio-
ing the availability of financial aid to col- - responded that: "We sh~uld allow black lence, than as a Christian -- but that it 
lege students, according to King. men to do this. I don't see anything was something she should have learned 
Coretta Scott King concluded by wrong with that. l don't feel discrimi- as a Christian. "Love is the most power-
quoting from her husband, the Rev. nated against because women aren't ful force in the universe -- we must prac-
Martin. Luther King Jr.'s sermon, "The involved." She stated that the marchers tice that." 
West Law Lintits Student 
Use of On-Line Services 
By l#ndi Whitmore 
Effective Sept. 1 of this year, Westlaw 
began limi~g student access to its services 
to 25 hours of on-line time and 100,000 
lines of printing per month for each user. 
Wes.tlaw spokesperson Gregory Brown, 
stated that the plan is aimed at teaching stu-
dents to "budget" access to on-line services, 
such as LEXIS and Westlaw, and to curb 
abuses by students and law firms, according 
to a recent article in New York University's 
law school paper The Commentator. 
According to The Commentator, 
Brown explained that law librarians in both 
schools and firms had complained that 
"students did not have an awareness of the 
costs of on-line services." _ Brown went on 
to say that law librarians and others sug-
gested giving students a monthly "budget" 
of on-line time and printing in order · to 
give students a better sense of the costs of 
electronic research. 
Cost figures for Westlaw usage are not 
normally provided to students through any 
of Westlaw's communications with stu- ' 
dents. Although LEXIS permits any user · 
to check the cost of her research,session by 
typing" .co;' a law student using this feature 
will find that her cost is "$0.00:' 
Westlaw also decided to limit student 
access because some law firms ask their law 
student employees to use their student 
access numbers for firm research, a practice 
that violates Westlaw's terms of service. 
Brown stated in the NYU article that 
Westlaw has taken actions against eight 
such firrns in the past year. However, he 
not~d that in such instances, Westlaw does 
not take formal action against the student 
( see Westlaw, on pq~e 7) 
Patrick Daniels is the hippest cat this side 
ef Vegas at the PILF A uctiOn. 
More pies on page 12. 
IN THIS ISSUE 
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(page 2) 
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<fage 4) 
~ Spotlight on USD ProfS 
(pages 5) 
* A Look at Family Law 
(Features Section, page 9) 
!l Baseball News 
(page 11) 
4' PILF & H alloween 
Party Pix 
(page 12) 
Music, Race, Peace & OJ · 
(p1,1ges 16 - 17) 
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WHAT'S NEW IN THE LRC? ·_BOOKS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
Compiled by Franklin A. Weston 
Senior Reference Librarian 
CHARVET, JOHN. The Idea of an 
Ethical Community. Rejects contempo-
rary positions--the liberal theorist's politi-
cally neutral stance toward alternative 
conceptions of g(}od, on _Jhe one hand, 
and the communitarian~s rrioral relatjyi~m; 
on the other. ~~" -~ ; · - - ,,_ 
" · 
CLARK, HUNTER R . Justice Brennan: 
The great conciliator. -Traces the various 
stages of Justice Brennan's life: his Irish 
Catholic upbringing, his service as a labor 
trouble-shooter for the army dllringWW 
II, his tenure as a NJ. state_jµ<ige, his bit-
ter confrontation with Sen. J6~ McCarthy, 
_ an~ ultimately his career on the Supreme 
Court. 
. CLARKSON, CHRIS M.V. The politics 
of Sentencing Reform. ~gngs together 
case studies of legislative sentencing · 
reform initiatives in the USA and Canada, 
Australia, Sweden, and England and Wales 
alongside essays by leading international 
authorities on the impetus for and 
dynamics of change. 
COTTER.RELL,- ROGER. Law's 
Community: t;,egal theory in sociological 
perspective. Offers a distinctive analysis of 
law, identifying political and moral prob-
lems that are fundamental to contempo-
rary legal theory. 
DANIELS, STEPHEN. Civil Juries and 
the Politics of Reform. ~rings extensive 
empirical research on patterns in civil jury 
verdicts and offers information for . the 
policy debate on tort reform. 
"" 
EDEL, WILBUR. - GUN CONTROL: 
Threat to liberty or defense against anar-
chy? Presents a study of a part of 
American history that deals with not just 
gun control· as such, but with basic con-
cepts of personal liberty, government 
responsibility, and the fear of tyranny. 
- FINKEL, NORMAN J. Commonsense 
--Justice:Jurors' notions of the law. Looks at 






examination of America's perennial insis-
tence on redressing the problems of 
democracy with more democracy. 
KOPEL, DAVID B. Guns: Who should 
have them? Concludes that gun control is 
a~e a red herring that has been deflecting 
truths. Serves up a devastating critique of 
such black conservative figures as 
Clarence Thomas, Shelby Steele, Stephen 
Carter, and V.S. Naipaul, and reveals how 
the national attention of these people has 
turned an eccentricity into a national 
movement . 
. ,Jtdl ,1<-w:·artention from the true causes of crime: 
."' hll,ngtj' -~:Ch~ bn:~do"'?!~~f th1~ fapily;~f~.iled social -, SHAVELSON;- 1;..0_NNY. A Chosen 
. ·+ - . _ . ,1 .. ., :t w-elfare='prog[am§; arid - ~ncreasing ·-hope- · Death: The dying confront assisted sui-
books;' as set do\vn:iiLthe-;Cqnstitution ·lessne~'-'.imong rriale \rouths:especillty ih cide. Tells movingly about five terminally 
and developed in cases and decision~, and our troubled cities. ' ill people who wrestle with the decision 
"commonsense justict:;' the ordinary citi- of whether to end their lives, giving us 
zen's notions of what is just and fai~. LARSON ED"v'" n ..--. J S Ra d eloq'uent i·ns1.ghts tha·t add an llll. porta.nt . _, _ , ·w~ . ex, ·. ce, an _ 
- -~· 
FRANK, THOMAS M. Foreign Policy 
by Congress. Tells . the story of how 
Congress. ended the Vietnam -War -· and_ 
then legislated itself into co-"partner.ship 
with the President. 
Science: Eugenics in the Deep South. dimen~ion to ,the impassioned national 
Shows how the quest for "strong blood- debate on assisted suicide for the termi-
lines" expressed itself in specific state laws nally ill. 
and public policies from the Progressive 
Era through World War IL 
LENTZ, BERNARD F. Sex 
HACKETT; DAVID A.· The Buchenwald Oiscrimination in the Legal Profession . 
Report. Presents the official report based _Offers results of surveys conducted by the 
on the camp's own incriminating files and -ABA in 1984 and 1990 and challenges the 
records, and also from the individu_al - notion that legislation outlawing discrim-
repcrts from eyewitness camp inmates~ ination actually works. 
HAMPSON, OSLER. Multilateral 
Negotiations:_ Lessons from arms control, 
trade, and the:: environment, Studies the 
component parts of the multilateral nego-
tiation process to identify those factors 
making for success of failure. 
HILL, ANITA FAYE~ Race, Gender, and 
Power in America:The legacy of the Hill-
Thomas hearings. Presents a collection of 
essays by distinguished contributors that 
examines the -context and consequences 
of the hearings. 
LOW-BEER, FRANK H. Questions of 
Judgment: Determining what's right. 
Opens a new window on knowledge by 
examining judgment as exercise, an aspect 
t~t has received little notice since Aristotle. 
MACLEAR,J.F. Church and State in the 
Modern Age: A documentary history. 
Collects virtually every major document 
associated with the evolution of the post-
Reformed churches-Catholic, Protestant, 
and Orthodox--in their relationship to 
the simultaneously developing modern 
' state in the West. and follows each selec-
H ILL, BOB. Double Jeopardy: , tion with ·suggestions for further reading. 
Obsession, murder,' and justice -denied. ·ir , _ · 
Weaves a tale of a. frustrated police inves- McLEAN, SHEILA A.M. Law Reform 
tigation and the calculated, highly publi-
cized antagonism between the -defense -
attorney and the prosecution and how the 
jury had to deal with the decision. [No, it's 
not about the O.J. case!) 
HOEBEKE, C.H. The Road to Mass 
Democracy: Original interit and the 
Seventeenth Amendment. Offer~ a 
provocative, readable, and often satiric re-
_a._nd Medical Injury Litigation. Explores 
the rise in claims against doctors, the 
problems of gaining access to the legal sys-
tem, and the reconsideration of the basis 
on which clinicians are held liable for 
accidents or negligence. , 
ROBERTS, RONALD_ SURESH. 
Clarence Thomas and the Tough Love 
Crowd: Counterfeit heroes and unhappy 
SPENCE, GERRY. How to Argue and 
Win EveryTime:At home, at work, in court, 
everywhere, every day. Teaches how to argue 
in everyday life and proposes a new philoso-
phy that winning is not what you think it is 
and that your enemy's loss may be your own 
loss as well. [By the "noted" trial lawyer.) 
WAGNER, WILLIAM JOSEPH. The 
Contractual Reallocation -of Procreative 
Resources and Parental Rights: The nat-
ural endowment critique. Offers a_ com-
prehensive study of contract as a legal -
response to developments in human 
reproductive technology, and supplies a 
basis for grasping and effectively respond-
ing to the societal choices the new tech-
nology of reproduction poses. 
WEED, FRANK J. Certainty of Justice: 
Reform in the crime victim movement. 
Takes an inside look at the "victims' rights 
movement," at some of the people who 
run these groups, and at the issues pro-
moted by their agenda. 
MOTIONS 










From the desk of th~ SBA President Staff Writers: Dave Boyd, Jenne Brobst, Alison Cohen, Paul Devine, · Thomas Hipke, Bob Karwin, Eydie 
Kaufman, Kenneth Long, Sean 
Morey, Raj Rajan, Kay Randall, 
Donna Pahl 
Wow! Just when I think that l have 
got a handle on my classes, and have my 
busy schedule under control, I discover 
that the semester is only four weeks from 
being finished. I don't know whether to 
be really upset, or really relieved. Any one 
else feel the same? 
As usual, I will start with the more. 
fundamentally boring stuff, and try to fol-
low· up with a hot tip. As the graduate 
representative on the Provost search com-
mittee, I can say that the search is going 
well, and we have several highly qualifie.d 
candidates for the position of the new 
University Provost, who will be replacing 
Sister Sally Furay next year. This may not 
mean much to third years, or any:law stu-
dents, but because the Provost helps 
determine how much University money 
is available to the Law School for a variety 
of programs, and because the . Provost is 
our Dean's boss, I am doing my best fo 
insure that . we get someone whQ has a 
decided appreciation for graquate students 
in general and our law school in particu-
lar. 
The SBA is functioning fairly well. 
We have put on several programs this 
semester so far, including the First Year 
Orientation·, the Fall Picnic, the 
Halloween Party, and arrangeq the 
. Mentor-Mentee prog~m, and we have 
co-sponsored a ~ajor ~peaker - Harry 
Wu. We also sent a softball team to play in 
the First Annual Southern California Law 
School Tournament in October. 
Naturally, with.our superior athletic skills, 
we were able to sweep._ the tournament. 
We won a large pot containing the entry-
fees of seven other law schools, which will 
be donated to a local charity in the name 
of all USO law students.· On a sad note, a 
law student from the · Whittier _team, 
where the tourn_ament was sponsored, was 
killed in a tragic accident on the way 
home from a party thrown for players -
from all teams. The tournament has been 
renamed in the student's honor, and 
hopefully it is something that will contin-
ue in the future to help build the image of 
the law student in the community. 
O.K. _here is this month's hot info:-
THERE WILL BE NO SUMMER 
BAR EXAMINATION HELD IN 
SAN DIEGO. WE WILL AIL HAVE 
TO GO TO LOS ANGELES OR 
ELSEWHERE TO TAKE THE. BAR .. 
Staff Editors: Matthew Johnson 
Published Since 1971 by 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Alcala Park· 
San Diego, CA 92110 
USO Law School News O~anization Editorial 
Boan!: Jennifer Brobst, Chainnan; Alison 
Cohen, Vice-Chainnan; Chris Knight, 
Treasurer, Belinda Etezad Rachman, Editor in 
Chief; Lina Pitesa, Secretary 
Faculty Advisor: Carrie Wilson 
Yes, this is true. · Our good friends the The contents of this newspaper do not reflect the 
b h - views or opinions of The University of San Repu licans are coming to town . t is Diego School of Law, The USO Law School 
summer for a little get- togeth-er, and there News Organization, or The Editors, Directors ' 
is no space available ~o hold the bar exam- or Staff of the Newspa~r and iire solely that of 
the authors in their individual capacity . . 
inatiori. Only ,students with disabilities Unsigned editorials reflect only the view ofihe 
will be able to test in San, Diego, and they Editorial Boai-d ~fthe USO Law School News 
organization, a Student Organization organi".ed , 
must petition early to get space. So, we consistent with University Policy. 
have to go somewhere else and stay in 
hotel rooms. Just a nice bit of added stress. 
My advice: start making arrangements 
early. There is a list of test centers posted ' 
on the SBA office door. 
Advertising: For infonnation and avail•bility, 
call 619 260-4600 ext. 4343 
~ University of Sa~ Diego 
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If Everyone Takes Bar/Bri 
Or Barpassers ... 
Bar Exam ... ~~ults 
Supplement to LOS Ang d The Dally Recorder 
San F~anclsco Dally Journal an 
Wednesday, May 31, 1995 
f 41 Percent ls 
Bar Pas.s Rate.o s· 1986 
percent. . he test the pass rate 
For those repeating t duates'was 48.l per-
for ABA law school g~tate Bar-accredited 
cent· for those from . t · and among grad-
, · 22 1 percen • 12 8 
schools 1t W!!S d"t d law schools it was · · 
. L t Figure ince . The owes ed out of 3,515 takers 
ey Michael J. Hall 
Daily Journal Staff Writer 
rate on the 
The 41.6 percent pass the lowest in February bar _ex~m ~~figures released 
almost 10 years, accord~ but the 1.7 percent 
by the State Bar Tuesd y, does not appear to 
drop from the 1~94 _exam 
February bar pass ' 1 589 people who 
That compares to the . , February 1994. 
3 671 takers m ' 
passed of • 43 3 percent pass rate .. 
That represented a . ber of people takin& 
Pass rates and the numtradit10nallY signifl-
the February exam are who take the July bar 
cantly lower than those I w school graduation. 
exam, given soon after ~he February test are 
ManY of those takin& d faiied 1t once 
- h have alrea Y 
. uates of unaccre I e 
percent. . eciflc breakdowns 
The bar usually issue~ sp bout two to three 
by individual law scho~;e aoverall pass rates. 
weeks after it releases . ear's exam will not 
Those who passed t~ ~ to the bar because 
necessarily all be admit el character examina-
s a mora · they must pas t also be current m 
tion as well They mus port payments, as 
' "Id r family sup any chi 0 , district attorneys. 
reported by the st~e s passing the bar, 65.3 
people w o h lower pass rate. 
before, making for a ~uc 7 058 who took the 
In addition .to t 7~s~awyers who took the 
percent of the l . tion passed, the bar 
attorney's examma 
reported: , is given to lawyers 
signal anything significant. below 40 percent 
"If the rate were to ct;?~ want to look at it, 
or to rise cons1der~?lYis statistically sign~f1-
but don't thmk t 15 the bar's sen10r 
t" said Jerome Braun, 
can • dm[ssions. · 
executive for a 1995 is the lowest smce 
For instance, of t ~9 ' r 63.2 percent, 
July, 1994 bar, 4,4 , o 
passed. ding to the bar's statistics, 
However, accor t-time applicants from 
The attorneys exam ut of the last six 
who have practiced four o 
years in other states. s all the requireme~ts 
Attorneys who pas. h take their adm1s-Tl\e pass rate for nt of applicants 
I 28 1 perce . l986 when on Y · call d the spring bar 
·h t was then e t m passed w a . . 1987 the grading sys e 
exam. Beginning in alib;ated, and pass rates 
for the exam was rec . the 40th percentile 
for February have been in 
since. le who took this year's 
In all, 1,463 peop 
75 9 percent of the fin'. t1·on accredited law 
· . B r Assoc1a - fi t-American a . 51 percent of the irs 
schools passed, while St te Bar accredited 
time applicants fro;ftrs~-time pass rate for 
schools passed. Th . dited schools was 4.9 
graduates of unaccre 
. . maY e1t er . ·n 
for adm1ss10~ . . uallY or participate 1 
sions oath md1v1d . held throughout the 
admissions ceremonies 
state in June. 
You Fig_ure It Out! 
MULTISTATE SPECIALIST 
I • 
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Letters 'l'o The 'f!clitor yourself] Well, did 
Dear Belinda: 
Many thanks for your efforts on 
Motions this year (and last year) . 
I read with interest your recent arti-
cle ori Dian Black and her experience 
drafting and lobbying legislation. The 
premise of your article - that the legisla-
ture is a very important source of law 
which must be understood by lawyers 
and law students - is entirely correct. 
However, one sentence in. your final 
paragraph is happily incorrect. Although 
the legislative and regulatory processes -
,which are the most perva5ive and influ-
ential sources of law today - are ignored 
by most law school curricula, USO offers 
several courses in which students can 
study and participate in both processes. 
The Center for Public Interest Law 
(CPIL) offers two courses in which stu-
dents study the state legislative process 
you described in your article, ap.d also the 
rulemaking process through which state 
regulatory agencies adopt binding regu-
lations which have the force of law {an 
equally important and even more invisi-
ble process). In California Administrative 
Law and Practice, CPIL interns not only 
study these processes; they are given a 
unique opportunity to observe them and _ 
participate in them. In the course, 
interns are assigned to personally moni-
tor the activities of two different regula-
tory agencies. As part of this assignment, 
they track pending legislation affecting 
these agencies or their licensees, and they 
track rulemaking proceedings of the 
agency under the state Administrative 
Procedure Act. This experience exposes 
law students to cutting edge legal issues 
and public policy deliberation and deci-
sion making. 
In Public Interest Law Clinic, stu-
dents who have completed California 
Administrative Law and Practice may 
design their own advocacy project relat-
ed to regulatory or public interest law 
which may include the drafting and lob-
bying of legislation or a petition to an 
agency to adopt rules. CPIL has had sev-
eral legislative successes spawned by stu-
dent interns - for example, students 
drafted and s~ccessfully lobbied bills cre-
ating a civil remedy for violations of the 
state's two open meetings acts. 
In addition to CPIL's two courses 
which offer in-depth exposure to the 
legislative process, the Children's 
Advocacy lnstitute's (CAI) Child 
Advocacy Clinic provides an opportuni-
ty for students to participate in the leg-
islative or agency rulemaking processes. 
That clinic permits students to choose 
from two options: (1) a placement with 
the Public Defender's Office, which rep-
resents children in dependency proceed-
ings; or (2) a placement with a CAI pol-
icy advocate working on legislation, rule-
making, or litigation in the ,area of chil-
dren's health and safety. 
CPIL and CAI not only expose stu-
dents to these non-court governmental 
fora as sources of law, ·but educate them 
on the interrelatedness of , the three 
branches of government and the critical 
importance of the ability to navigate 
through all three in order to properly 
represent a client's interests. 
If you have any questions or com-
ments, please call me at x4806 or stop by 
CPIL in the south end of the LRC. 
Sincerely, 
Julianne D' Angelo Fellmeth 
Director, Center for Public Interest Law 
Dear Belinda, 
I am quite honored that Motions has 
generously profiled my efforts at passing 
legislation. 
It really is quite simple to turn an idea 
into a bill proposal. In fact that is the only 
simple part of the entire legislative process. 
As a fellow legal professional, I believe 
it is imperative to understand the legisla-
tive process that starts with an idea and 
becomes law. Should we discover defi-
ciencies in the law(s), it is possible to help 
create or shape the laws of tomorrow. 
One interesting fact that I've noticed . 
in watching bills pass or fail, is the lack of 
education the publi~ receives , about the 
legislative process and thejr · potential · 
role. Many good bills fail because people 
don't know they can provide actual input 
by letting their legislators know ·their 
position - or bad bills may pass for the 
same reason. 
Your thoroughly researched 
clarifies the process for all of us. 
Sincerely, 
Dian Black 
To the Editor: 
article 
I am outraged that Motions colum-
nists cannot find something more impor-
tant . than ._parking to write about. I am 
referring to the October 4 "Belinda ... 
Says" column. STOP THE WHINING! 
According to y~ur own reporter,Jeff 
Lawrence, in his October 4th Motions 
front page article, only 30 parking places 
were eliminated, and these . will reopen 
, "I am sick and tired 
of students whining 
about the . non-existent 
parking pr~blems. " 
SOf!!e . research and 
found that-the $3.5 
million stated in the 
Union Tribune was 
· actually the total 




the Hughes Center. 
The fountain pro-
ject weighed in at 
well under $500,000, and yes, the dona-
tions used"were earmarked for that par-
ticular project. 
What polls or surveys did you do to 
back up your allegations that the USO 
community does not need or want the 
fountain? Do you have personal knowl-
edge that alumni are dissatisfied with the 
uses of their donations? Have donations 
been diminishing over the last few years? 
I would venture to bet that the kind, 
generous individuals who donated the 
funds for the fountain will be pleased 
with the results. I am personally looking 
forward to a quiet place to relax between 
classes. What about alienating students? 
Do you know something that the rest of 
us don't? Has enrollment declined? To 
use a cliche, "there is no way your argu-
ments would hold up in court!" · 
What about unnecessary pain? Who 
is in pain? What kind of pain? Sore feet 
from having to walk a little? Get a bike! 
What about the parking projects waiting 
approval from the city? It seems that the 
University is doing what it can to 
accommodate the alleged parking 
crunch. I dropped by the physical plant 
offices and the engineers there showed 
me the, architectural renditions of th~ six 
story parking garage. There will be 1000 
spaces ~nd an elevator which will bring 
after the Hughes Center construction is students up to street level across from the · 
completed in December. This school has LRC and Education buildings (where 
shuttles to cart students on a less than 112 the stairs from the lower soccer fields are 
mile walk between fringe parking and now.) I think the design of this structure 
the main part of campus. What more demonstrates very well that the adminis-
could you ask for? MANY universities tration and planners are paying attention 
don't offer this luxury. MANY universi- to the needs and wants of the students. 
ties don't allow students to even drive on Furthermore, your comparison of the · 
campus. Have you ever tried to get on Holy (not "Holly") Mother Church (as it 
UCSD ·or SDSU campuses to use their relates to the decisions made at this 
libraries? I am sick and tired ,of students school) with "trillion doµar multination-
whining about the non-existent parking als" is just plain ridiculous. Successful 
problems. If it's such a big concern, get businesses have entirely different agendas 
your butts out of bed and get to campus for earning income and satisfying cus-
by 8:00 a.m. The extra time in the tomers. Plus, this school is a nonprofit 
library would do you good. organization. The customers.in our case . 
In addition, according to Lawrence's are · both the -students and alumni. 
article,. the funds used to construct.the / Nothing else would more quickly cause 
fountain were earmarked donations. the flow of donations to come to a 
What institution would say nc to such screeching halt than the University 
grand donations? Should they have said ignoring the donors' intent. Get a clue, 
"No thanks, take your money back. A Belinda! 
beautiful fountain in the middle of cam- I am also tired of hearing about your 
pus is not worth a few students having to extensive artistic background. Why do 
walk a little."? What about the safety you continually assume that you apP,reci-· 
. issues reported by Lawrence? By the ate art more, and hang around with more 
tone of your conflicting column it would artists than anyone on campus? My sis-
seem that you - ter happens to be a very well known ;md 
a. did not even bother to read respected artist in Atlanta. She makes a 
Lawr~nce's article which was published substantial living at it. So what? ' Does 
on "your" newspaper's front page, or ·this mean that she· appreciates art more 
b. did your own research and discov- than me, an engineer? No! Does this 
ered that this $3.5 million could have mean that I, by close association with 
been used for •anything and the her, know or appreciate art more than 
University chose to use it for the foun- any of my fellow students who do not 
tain. In which case you should have edit- have artists in the family? No! 
ed Lawrence's article to delete the part Get off your high horse and realize 
where he says the funds were earmarked that there are probably many students on 
by private donors, or campus who have as much, or more, 
c. did neither a. nor b. and decided to · appreciation of and experience with art 
spout off with out researching the facts as you do. There are even a few individ-
uals in the Law School 
community that I am 
aware of who are paid 
professionals in the arts 
with numerous accolades, 
but they don't walk 
around with a superior 
attitude. 
Don't you like anything 
about this school? ITUSD is 
so bad, why . are you here? 
Why don't you challenge 
yourself to write about 
. some good things happen-
ing at USO or the Law School? What about 
•.· addressing current controversies in the 
~ornia Courts or San Diego legal com-
munity? Not sensational enough for you? 
P.S. Enough about the crosses. You beat 
th.at to death last year. 
Signed, 
·Pam Scholefield, A law student who is 
proud to be at USO! 
Dear Pam, 
What a thrill to be in the middle of all this 
emotion. I have met more new friends this . 
month when people sought me out to intro~ 
duce themselves so they could tell me how 
much they agreed with my 'column. You are 
dead wrong if you think parking isn't a huge 
issue to most of those around you. There are so 
many professors who can't find parking and 
are screaming about it that the school is con-
sidering plqcating them with valet parking. 
When I read your letter you reminded me of 
john Wayne and his ilk during Viet Nam who 
used 'to say, "America, love it or leave it." lf 
you believe the University when they say we 
have only lost 3 0 parking places than °I have 
some land I want to sell you in Oceanside. 
£!nd as for the lAwrence article, I gave the 
news editor the Union Tribune article con-
(fining a lot of the information our story was 
IJased on, so of course I am familiar with every 
word. I just don't buy the party line. That is 
the difference between individualists and the 
general community. J.# are, for the most part, 
non conformists who question authority. I 
meet so few of those around here sometimes I 
get lonely. lf there are "many students who 
have as much, or more appreciation of and, 
experience with art as" I, please send them my 
way. 
Keep sending those letters 
Belinda Etezad Rachman 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is m response to 
"Guinness Really IS Good For You!." 
Like Wendi I attended USD's study 
abroad program (summer 1994) and I 
would recommend it to anyone. I'm glad 
Wendi had a good time but I ·feel she 
missed the point in several respects. 
First, it is a study abroad program, 
not a parfy abroad program. I'm not say-
ing don't go to the pubs. The professors 
expect students to travel and explore 
Dublin and Ireland, but they also expect 
students to skim the assignments and show 
up for classes on a semi-regular basis. A 
balance can be made between traveling, 
going to pubs and going to school. 
Second, as a law student, I don't 
think you want your future· employers to 
consider you a delinquent. Also, it's-
unlikely t~at the Bar is interested in 
members who are proud to consider 
themselves delinquents. Finally, as a stu-
dent from USO you are a representative 
of this school, and your actions reflect on 
me. The year I attended the program, 
some students from other schools com-
mented that several of the USO students 
were immature and rude. Their com 





USD'S 1st Out, Gay Professor 
By Donna L Pahl 
Professor Scott Ehrlich is visiting us this 
year from California Western School of Law. 
An outgoing and bright new addition to the 
USO faculty, Pro( Ehrlich is teaching the 
evening Property course. 
Born in Brooklyn, NY, which he refer.; 
to as "intense" since he grew up in housing 
projects, Pro( Ehrlich caipe to San Diego via 
Colorado, Northern California and 
Massachusetts. He attended the State 
University of New York at Stonybrook 
where his undergraduate major was psychol-
ogy. In 1976 he received his JD from New 
York University. For a few years he worked, 
practicing Real Estate Investment Law in 
New York City and San Mateo, CA. He did 
background memoranda for the current 
Bankruptcy Code which was enacted in 
1978. Then Pro( Ehrlich went to Harvard 
University for his LL.M. 
California Western School of Law in 
San Diego recruited Pro( ·Ehrlich directly 
from Harvard, and he has been teaching 
there for the past 15 years. He teaches 
Property, Real Estate Transactions, and 
Secured Transactions. When asked why he 
went into teaching, .Pro( Ehrlich describes 
how it was a . personal challenge for him 
because he had a public speaking phobia. 
This is obviously something he conquered. 
Ask any of his current students and they will 
tell you that he is a dynamic teacher. When 
Pro( Ehrlich is talking about teaching you 
can feel the intense passion that he has for it. 
He takes it seriously, yet has a lot of fun doing 
it. 
When asked what he thought about 
the Socratic method of teaching and if he 
thought it was effective, his answer was 
thoughtful and interesting. He explained, 
"We need to be very careful about what we 
mean by the Socratic method. I think that 
Socrates dealt very lovingly with his students, 
and supported them in reaching rational 
conclusions. This done correctly is a very 
effective means of education, in really illumi-
nating to the students that they have the 
common sense and ability to reach the same 
conclusions that he would reach." He went 
on to state that the Socratic method has " a 
place in the classroom, but often what is 
called the Socratic method is not really the 
type of dialogue that Socrates would engage 
in." Pro( Ehrlich stressed concern that the 
method can be used incorrectly and used as 
a tool for domination. He believes · that for 
effective teaching, using the Socratic method 
correctly alonis with other teaching methods 
reaches more students, since most students 
have diverse learning styles. 
For those of us who are interested in 
teaching someday, Pro( Ehrlich offers some 
practical advice. He stresses 3 important 
thing;. First, begin scholar.;hip as soon as 
possible (law review). Second, clerking for a 
judge is helpful. Finally, LLM degrees are 
also beneficial. 
For those of us who plan a leiiJ career · 
Pro( Ehrlich also offers some important 
advice. He asse~ that it is very important to 
develop some area of concentration in law 
school, so that you start to develop the kinds 
of in depth insights a lawyer would have in 
an area of expertise. Even if it is not an area 
in which you will end up practicing, you will 
at least develop some depth as a law student, 
so that when you are being interviewed you 
can illustrate that you have some intensity in 
a certain area. That will interest the inter-
viewer. It will show that you have the com-
mitment it takes to be a lawyer. 
If your grades are mediocre, all hope is 
not lost. Pro( Ehrlich talked about a rormer 
student whose grades were not the best, yet 
he ended up at a major New York securities 
Professor Scott Erlich, who was disappointed 
that the gay parts were cut from this story 
last month. This is the uncut version: 
firm where he is doing well. While it can 
be a struggle to get a job, Pro( Ehrlich pro-
claims that students · with mediocre grades 
still make fine attorneys 
Another way that Ehrlich recommends 
to build your resume and network is to par-
ticipate in school organizations and activities. 
He stresses that participating in law school 
competitions and organizations is a great 
training ground for the profeS.sional world. 
Pro£ Ehrlich also has sat on various 
boards including the Tom Homann Law 
Association which is the San' Diego Bar 
Association for gay and lesbian lawyers. He 
is very.enthusiastic aboutTom Hor:nann and 
encourages gay and lesbian law students to 
get involved. Not only is it an excellent way 
to network, it is also an excellent support sys-
tem for gay and lesbian students The associ-
ation's dinners. are off campus so students 
who are uncomfortable about being out on 
campus can find support. 
Erlich himself was not out in law 
school. He said that he walked past the gay 
and lesbian society's door almost every<!ay 
yet couldn't go in because his struggle with 
being gay was so acute. He didn't come out 
until his second year at Califo~ Western. 
He didn't do it aggressively. Once he came to 
grips about being gay he stopped hiding it 
and became very forthright about his sexual 
orientation. At this time Erlich Was also 
heavily involved in AIDS projects. He was 
one of the people who helped form the San 
Diego AIDS Project (now the San diego 
AIDS Foundation). He also was on the 
mayor's task force on AIDS an(i the original 
San Diego county regional task force on 
AIDS. 
Erlich claims that by not having to hide 
anything and by being able to work on 
thing; that he is really interested in has 
helped his career. Living a dual life and pre-
tending to be a way that you're not is incred-
ibly draining on your energy. By not having 
to pretend, Erlich could bring forth with full 
force of all of his skills and talents to bear on 
his teaching, his scholar.;hip and his profes-
sional relations. Coming out to Erlich is to 
transcend social conventions which will lead 
to a more creative and self reflective thought 
process. 
If you would like to meet Pro( Ehrlich, 
his office is in room 319A in Warren Hall. 
He is there for any questions concerning 
Real Estate Transaction, Secured 
Transactions, the Tom Homann Association 
etc. Also, in his spare time he engages in ath-
letics such as rollerblading, mountain biking 
and swimming on a Master's swim team. He 
encourages studerits to feel free to drop in 
and ask him any questions. If you don't have 
any questions, don't hesitate to stop by and 
say hello to a friendly new face at USO. 
Editor's Note: J# appologize to Donna Pahl and 
Professor Erlich for any dissapointment they felt by 
the changes made last month. 
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New Prof Has Good Advice 
By Paul J Devine 
Professor Victoria Dodd is V!Sltmg 
this year from Suffolk University Law 
School in Boston. A warm and friendly 
addition to the USO faculty, she teaches 
Civil Procedure in section A and the 
evening Constitutional Law course. 
Born and raised in Los Angeles; 
Professor Dodd was happy to return to 
California. She is enjoying the students 
at USO and the break from the northeast 
weather. Professor Dodd received her 
undergraduate degree from Harvard 
University in 1970 and then attended 
the University ·of Sm~thern California 
Law Center:. She graduated as a member 
of the Order of the Coif in 1978 and 
. began her legal career as a civil litigator. 
She worked for a Los Angeles firm on 
large scale business cases, representing 
such clients as Ford Motor Company 
and Pan American Airways. 
Professor Dodd decided to go into 
teaching so that she might have more 
time to devote to exploring legal issues 
· in depth. Her major area of interest is 
law and education. She is currently 
writing a book on law and education 
and has twice been the past chairperson 
of the Law and Edu'cation Section of the 
Association of American Law Schools. 
Professor Dodd is ·also interested in 
developing more efficient ways of man-
aging the courts. She has spearheaded a 
project to develop a private system to 
accredit state courts nationWide which 
has attracted some interest. Forbes and 
other magazines interviewed her on this 
topic and the idea was endorsed by an 
editorial in the National Law Journal. 
Professor Dodd is an occasional play-
er on the. faculty softball team. She rec-
ommends student activities as an excel-
lent way to meet students in other sec-
tions, and to sample different areas of 
law. She suggests sampling the different 
groups specializing in specific areas as a 
way to explore them and before decid-
ing to take a course in that area. Her 
recommendation is that students in their 
first year choose activities judiciously, 
however, and devote the majority of 
their time to their studies. 
When asked what advice she would 
give to students, Professor Dodd said she 
recommends that students consider spe-
cializing in a specific area, and consider 
obtaining further degrees as a next step 
after law school. She feels that law tends 
to follow the trends iri the medical field, 
and that in the next 10-15 years the 
-practice of law will become much more 
specialized. For. students interested in 
Civil Litigation, she recommends that 
students take a broad course selection, 
that they have advocacy experience, and 
that they be sure that their writing and 
research abilities are at very good levels. 
If you would like to meet Professor 
Dodd, her office is in room 308 of 
Warren Hall. She encourages students to 
drop by. 
New Prof on the Block 
By Chris Limb 
Spring registration will be 
here sooner than you 
expect, so here's the skinny 
on one of the new professors 
(look for the low down on 
other new profS in upcom-
ing issues). " 
Michael David Ramsey 
will be teaching two classes 
in the spring, Bankruptcy 
and Foreign R elations La~ 
Currently he 1s teaching 
International Business 
Transactions. 
Prof Ramsey has real life 
experience in his field. 
more scholarly research and 
writing. As such, he intends 
to begin his scholarly pur-
suits as soon as practicable, 
probably in the spring. He 
hopes to determine the 
scope of, and propose solu-
tions to, the Act of State 
Doctrine. In addition, he 
plans to research the consti-
tutionality of multilateral 
dispute resolution panels. 
Students who . are interested 
Professor Ramsey was recruited from 
the private sector where he was a transac-
tional attorney in international law 1and 
finance. He intends to incorporate prac-
tice oriented information and techniques 
into his classroom curricula, as he remem-
bers feeling that his own law school edu-
cation had ill prepared him for actual 
practice. If this seems like a novel idea, 
there's more: Prof. R amsey wants to teach 
his students how to prevent litigation. 
T his, of course, is the mark of a successful 
transactional attorney. 
H ere's the bio information, for those 
of you who only respect people who are 
your intellectual superiors: Pro£ Ramsey 
graduated summa cum laude from 
Dartmouth and first in his class at Stanford · 
Law. He clerked for Justice Antonin Scalia 
and Ninth Circuit Appellate Court Justice 
J. Clifford Wallace. 
Pro( Ramsey ,enjoyed transactional 
work, but missed the ability to pursue 
in these areas should drop by his 9ffice 
(he'll be needing a research assistant). 
And now for the really useful infor-
mation. Pro( Ramsey inte.nds to m~intain 
an open door policy, although he does 
have official office hours (Tues. 1 :3Q -
3:00; Wed. 1 :30-5:00; Thurs. 1 :30- 3:00). 
He usually won't be available much on 
Fridays. His office is in Warren Hall, 
Room 310, inside the Study Abroad office 
(next door to Pro£ Zacharias and one 
door down from Pro( Lee). Diane 
Githens is his secretary; she's located on 
the second floor, Room 218. He believes 
in the volunteer approach to student class 
participation, but will call on people in 
the absenc.e of a widely shared volunteer 
mentality. T he class format is a combina-
tion oflecture and discussion. He lectures 
on the technical aspects of the law, but 
prefers class discussion on the more amor-
phous Jegal points. His exams will be in 
standard essay format. 
, 
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Westlawcontinued from page 1 
involved, }?ut instead turns the issue over 
to their law schools for internal disciplinary 
action. Law students'Westlaw identification 
numbers are usually deactivated over the 
summer break,. but students working in 
journals and other research are co~only 
able to reactivate their numbers. 
According to Westlaw, . the average 
student uses the service just 1.3 hours per 
year, an less than 1 % . of law students are 
expected to reach the limit, three-quarters 
of whom are expected to be journal staffers. 
Brown noted that usage over 25 hours per 
month is a rarity, and occurs through "most-
ly just abuse by student." 
Law student users of Westlaw and 
LEXIS are already limited in the choice 
of databases they, can use. Some of the 
more costly (and appealing) services such 
as LEXIS' "ALLNWS" and Westlaw's 
"People Finder" databases are completely 
unavailable to law students. LEXIS stu-
dent users will find such services are sim-
. ply not -shown on their menus, while 
Westlaw prevents access to such services 
with a brief message informing the user 
that the selected service is not a~ailable 
under the terms of the service agree-
ment; LEXIS. currently has no plans to 
limit student access to its services. 
Journal staffers are automatically , 
exempted fiom the limit, and names of 
such students have been turned ove~ to 
Westlaw to ensure their accounts were 
not affected by the cap. 
Brown said that Westlaw has no 
plans to communicate formally with stu-
dents about the new limits. Law librari-
ans were notified ofWestlaw's decision by 
a letter sent to their deans. Students at 
USO are surprised and concerned with 
Westlaw's decision not to formally notify 
them of the new limitations. "What if I 
did use the system for a lot of hours one 
month for a paper or competition and 
suddenly was investigated? . How am I 
supposed to know what to do?" Jeffrey 
Lawrence,'.~ a 2L at USO, commented. 
Larry Dershem, USO Reference 
Librarian: · and Computer Research 
Specialist, stated that the comment 
caught LRC administration off guard. 
"The saving grace here may be that it 
won't adversely impact most students 
here because most of them don't use 
the system for a large amount of hours 
each month. I do wonder what this 
means in the way of further limita-
tions." Dershem added that this is part 
of a trend in on-line services towards 




By Jennifer Brobst 
In 1978, a Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant in 
Bowling Green, Kentucky sued Colonel Sanders and various 
newspapers for printing the following interview with 
Colonel Sanders on the subject, "Is a chicken wing white 
meat?". The Kentucky Supreme Court found no cause of · 
action for which relief could be granted given that the 
- Colonel's comments were too general, but they remain memo-
rable noni:the e~.:. J::Iere's a tasty tidbit from the published opinion: 
And while he was on the subject of something Kentucky Fried Chicken 
should do differently, the Colonel thought of a 
few .other things. 
The stuff on the mashed potatoes, 
for instance. 
"My God, that gravy is horrible. 
They buy tap water for 15 to 20 cents a 
thousand gallons and then they mix it 
with flour ~nd starch and end up with 
pure wallpaper paste. And I know wallpaper 
paste, by God, because I've seen my mother make it. _______ ,_, 
To the 'wallpaper paste' they add some 'sludge and sell it for 65 or 75 cents a 
pint: There's no nutrition in it and they ought not to be allowed to sell it.' 
And -~nother thing. That new 'crispy recipe is nothing in the world but a 
damn fried doughball stuck on some chicken.!' 
(See· Kentucky Fried Chicken of Bowling Green, Inc. v. Harland Sanders, et al. 
563 S.W2d 8 (1978).) . 
MIKEY _BYJ:C.WIIMORE 
"WELL NO, PROFESSOR 
MONTOYA ••• I'M NOT PREPARED 
TODAY ••. BUT I FEEL AS moUGH 
YOU OUGHT TO BEAR TIIE 
BURDEN OF PROOF." 
ISSUES BY WILL GEDDES 
© 9/15195 WILL GEDDES 
HOLDING HER POSffiON, cm-
ZEN ERMA AWAITED FURTIIER 
INSTRUCTIONS ••• WHICH, 
uNFORTUNATELY, WOULD COME 
FROM A TEAM OF PARAMEDICS. 
----. ---.->·•-=-----~----... ~---- ~--.-
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file fdit OJltions Agents Help 
Law Firm 
By Larry D. Dershem 
Lexis Counsel Connect· (or LCC for 
short) is probably the fastest growing on-
line service for professionals in the 
world, and is still the only such service 
designed exclusively for lawyers. 
Launched in late 1992 as American 
Lawyer Media's "Counsel Connect", it 
merged with Mead Data's LEXIS-
NEXIS in February 1994, and was re-
dubbed Lexis Counsel Connect. What 
exactly is Lexis Counsel Connect, and 
why should you care? 
Well for one thing, LCC is like hav-
ing a virtual law firm where lawyers 
from all fifty states are at your beck and 
call. Through LCC's e-m_ail you can 
send messages and requests to any of the 
thousands of lawyers that currently sub-
scribe to the service. If you have a legal 
issue that is keeping you up nights, you 
can enter the Discuss portion of LCC, 
I t's hard to be a rebel these days. I keep trying to research topics that 
everyone gripes about. This month 
it was parking. At last, I thought, I can 
write a nice anti-authoritary article that 
slams the administration for having poor 
excuses and disregarding students' con-
cerns. Well, I'll be damned if the adminis-
tration didn't go ahead and ruin those 
intentions by being so damn nice. And log-
ical. I don't know which is harder to take. 
Anyway, talking to law students 
about parking is like interviewing Beavis 
and Butt-head, (Uhhh .. .it sucks. Yea, it, 
like, really really sucks!) To find out why 
the parking does seem to suck so ba<;l, I 
went and talked with the head of public 
safety, Don Johnson, a man who 
undoubtedly gets plenty of grief for 
being a cop with that name. 
I expected excuses on why new 
facilities are delayed. Apparently, the city 
of San Diego has had USD's parking 
plans since January and have yet to 
approve a building permit. Unlike public 
institutions which "don't have to get 
permission to build anything because 
they're state", Johnson said USO has to 
go through "all the hurdles, all the envi-
ronmental studies" to obtain a permit. 
What I didn't expect was a definite, 
clear plan. The permit, when approved, 
and ask experts from around the country 
how they would deal with it. And all 
advice is free of charge of course. LCC 
even has a section for "Dumb Legal 
Q uestions" for those who are feeling shy 
about asking for advice on-line. 
Original documents can be found 
on LCC as well. The service contains 
databases of thousands of legal memo-
randa and briefs written by law firms 
from around the country. Unusual, and 
hard to obtain law related source mater-
ial can also be located on LCC. For 
example, in the_ recent trial of the State 
of California v. O.J. Simpson, the service 
made available the complete transcript of 
in camera hearings as well as the grand 
jury hearing that proceeded the trial. 
The felony complaint and arrest warrant 
issued for Mr. Simpson were put up as 
well, along with the full text of nine 
will enable the school to build two new 
lots which will have gated access. These 
lots are expected to be completed with-
in a year. · I didn't expect a council try-
ing to "speed things up" with the city. I 
didn't expect to find that for 6,000 stu-
dents, there are 3,575 spots, at least 200 
of which are free at any given time 
(according to public safety surveys done 
three times a day) . I didn't expect that 
USO has one of the best r~tios of stu-
dents to spaces offered (2-1 versus 4-1 
for most schools) . But the big surprise, 
and the one that got me, was that I did-
n't expect a sound enyironmental policy 
to be driving the decisions about park-
ing. 
According to Johnson, the reason 
for increasing fringe parking and charg-
ing less for it is to encourage people to 
get out of their cars and use alternative 
means to get to school, if possible. The 
prices, set by the President's Advisory 
Committee, are different because what's 
"been recommended ... to get people out 
of their cars is to hit them in the pock-
etbook." Johnson adds "It's not a big 
deal to walk." Spaces were cut back close 
to the main campus buildings, but fringe 
spots have increased. OeSpite what 
seems like a major cutback in spaces, USO 
insists there are only 7 fewer spots than last 
motions and replies on the admission of 
the DNA test results. 
In addition to its e-mail and source 
document libraries, LCC can serve as a 
gateway for accessing other on-line ser-
vices. For example, one can access 
LEXIS- NEXIS by clicking on the 
Gateway key, although a separate pass-
word is required to gain entry. And LCC 
provides Netscape access to the Internet 
to keep its members up and running on · 
the information highway, . 
LCC is extremely easy to use. The 
opening menu is shown in figure t 
above. Most users can learn the system . 
by just signing on and looking aro~nd. 
Software is available in DOS, Windows, 
and Macintosh formats. 
How much does this all cost? 
Luckily the prices have been coming 
down as increasing numbers of lawyers 
0 
year (although there ~ about 125 more 
students). 
-Johnson urged use of the tram, 
which runs every 15 minutes. It stops 
cold starts, which "helps protect the 
environment. That's a lot of pollutants 
we've kept ·out of the ;iiF." Further, the 
school has applied for a grant to run a 
shuttle bus from USO to proposed trol-
ley stops, which includes a line that runs 
down from Oceanside. The bus will run 
on natural gas, whi~h Johnson says will -
cost an extra $10,000 but will get "twice 
the milea_ge and there's no pollutapts." 
"I don't know what's so personal 
· about a person's automobile;' Johnson 
said. "People are basically lazy and 
spoiled. Trying to get Southern 
Californians out of their cars is one of 
the hardest things to do." And, I confess, 
I agree. Maybe I'm old. Maybe it comes 
from living on the East coast with awe-
some transportation and discovering that 
life without a car is not only possible but 
is also beneficial to the environment, 
your health, and your bank account. I 
know that if I didn't live off-campus 
with no other way to get to school, I'd 
sell my car so fast ·it'd make your head 
spin like in "The Exorcist". Cars are 
expensive, dirtY and a general pain in the 
ass. The school is rightly trying to get 
sign up. For new members, the first 
month is free, with LCC waiving both 
the monthly membership fee and any 
connect time ·incurred. Thereafter, the 
monthly membership fee is $15.00, 
which includes 30 minutes of connect 
time, or 60 minutes of connect i:ime if 
you also -individually subscribe to an 
American Lawyer Media publication, 
such as San Francisco's daily legal news-
paperThe Recorder. Additional connect 
time is $15.00 per hour through the fifth 
hour of monthly usage. All connect 
charges beyond the 5th hour are waived. 
Other fees apply to group memberships, 
those using an 800 number to access 
LCC, and for anyone who wants to use 
their e-mail account to fax a message to 
anywhere in the world. For these prices, 
and additional information about Lexis 
Counsel Connect, call (800) 955-5291. 
people who live close enough to walk or 
ride a bike to do so. 
Fringe parking is apparently always 
available SOMEWHERE, it just may be 
a hike to get to class. Johnson points out 
that as the buildings increase and 
expand, "parking is getting pushed fur-
ther and further out," although the new 
structures will probably do away with 
the commuter/fringe distinction. And 
you do have to admit, there's not a 
whole lot of room on campus, really, 
unless we start sliding cars .down the 
sides of the hill to park. I know none of 
this will make any of us feel better when 
we're running late and have to park in 
some distant spot and run haphazardly to 
try and make it to class even remotely on 
time, but there is some "light at the end 
of the tunnel" with these upcoming 
parking lots {The first one will be built 
next to the LRC and Law school). So 
just grin and bear it, and think of the 
great cardiovascular benefits (see my first 
article to cross-reference 'health-nut') . 
Before I go, I feel compelled to 
break peace with myself and offer up 
one comment about OJ. Simpson and 
one comment only: let's put all this O.J. 
talk into the ground next to the cold, 
lifeless bodies of Nicole and Ron and 
bury it there for good, where it belongs. 
l 
l 
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Family law 
Family Law Today: An Interview 
with Jeffrey Bostwick 
By Ken Long 
Back in Biblical times if you happened 
to be male and didn't like your spouse, you 
could marry another one and have two. If -
she did something bad, you could bring her 
to the town square and have her pelted 
with stones until she died. Not much of a 
market for divorce lawyers, and not a good 
environment for Women's Rights. 
Times have changed. Divorce is more 
complicated. Every year there are hundreds 
of changes in the law relating to divorce 
and custody matter s and hundreds of new 
statutes appearing. Although the basic 
method of practicing fumily law is the 
same, the law iS forever in a state of flux. 
There are a lot of myths about fuinily 
law, which Jeffrey Bostwick-one of San 
Diego's finest divorce attorneys-was kind 
enough to · dispell. The first myth (you 
might want to heed before you read any -
more) is that fumily law is a way to cash in 
on the big bucks. This myth probably 
began with L.A. Law's sleazy Arney, who 
seduced pretty divorcees and drove home 
in a Porsche worth more than my student 
loans (no offense if he was your motivation 
for coming to law school). In reality, fam-
ily law is "bread and butter" type work. 
There is plenty of work, you can earn a liv-
ing, but it's not a way to get rich quick. 
Bostwick compared his professional life to 
that of a successful personal injury attorney 
1 who_ recently settled a multi-million dollar 
case, took his 1/3 of the pie and bought a 
house. Although a good fumily law attor-
ney is successful, he or she won't see that 
kind of cash from one case. 
O~e P.I. attorneys, a family law 
practicioner cannot work on a contin-
gency:-fee basis. In more simple terms, even 
if your client is loaded you can't take 1 /3 of 
the loot. Such payment methods are 
unethical because they give the family law 
attorney an interest in the community and 
that may influence the division of the prop-
erty. The ethical rules, in the interest of fair-
ness, seek to insulate the community. 
California, Nevada, and six other states 
are Community Property States. In most 
states, when couples divorce they say 
"What is mine is mine and what's yours is 
ours." Community Property law makes 
that more difficult, because of the simple 
concept that what you owned before you 
were married remains yours, what you -
acquired during marriage is split 50/50. 
There are lots of exceptions-- inheritance 
for example- but that is the basic concept. 
Jeffrey Bostwick approves of 
divorce lawyers don't go to court. Just the 
opposite is true; a successful family attorney 
goes to court three times more than a civil 
attorney. The average family law lawyer 
goes to court 3 or 4 times a week and han-
dles between 80 to 100 cases at a time. It 
is possible to have a -trial every Friday. 
There is a lot of litigation involved in fam-
ily practice. The procedures are different; 
there is no jury,_but family law is an excel-
knt way to get into court. . 
This doesn't mean once you get to 
court life is easy. Family law can be highly 
technical and complicated. The hundreds 
of new and revised laws, complicated by an 
emotional setting, makes the litigation all 
the more difficult. 
There are no sweeping changes com-
ing in family law, at least not that Bostwick 
sees. The numerous changes are minor and 
don't really change the methods of -work-
ing. Major changes, from time to time, do 
happen, such as no-fault divorce. No-fault 
divorce meant less litigation deciding who 
was the good spouse and who was the bad 
one. Although no fault was supposed to 
end the finger pointing, fault still comes in 
during custody disputes, attorney's fees, etc. 
Changes are happening within the~ 
community that affect the practice of fam-
ily law. As a general rule, parties to a divorce 
are becoming more violent towards each 
other. The fumily is a microcosm of soci-
ety, previously reprehensible conduct is 
becoming accepted. This violence spills 
over into the system and endangers attor-
neys and judges. Bostwick said that every 
good family law lawyer will be threatened 
or assaulted at some time in his or her 
respective career. 
As can be expected, family law can be 
emotional. Family law has two levels, a 
legal level and an emotional level. The legal 
level is complicated, it is a changing law that 
overlaps into every other aspect ofl:he legal 
profession. There are tax consequecnes, 
probate concerns, and other aspects that 
have to be considered. The work, as stated 
above, is highly technical. The emotional 
level requires good people skills. The mark 
of a truly successful fumily law attorney is 
being able to perform in the emotional cir-
cus of divorce and perform well. Many 
good attorneys quit family law because 
they lack these skills. 
Butthe emotional part of family law is 
not all bad. When I questioned Bostwick 
about the rewards of family law, he told me 
about a dinner· where Cliff Wallace, the 
_ ChiefJudge of the 9th Cii:cuit, spo!Ce about 
the legal profession. Judge Wallace admitted 
that practicing law was difficult; it is· difficult 
Community -Property, although he says that 
family law work is not much different in 
common law states. Community Property 
values each spouse's contribution to the 
community equally. Evi:n if one spouse 
never works outside the home, the labor 
inside is just as valuable, which is fair. As for 
practicing family law, it doesn't matter if 
you live in a community property state or a 
common law jurisdiction, the work will be 
much the same. 
- to represent and work with people who are 
upset, disagreeable, and out right rude. But, 
Wallace added, "there is something special 
about carrying other people's burdens." 
Nothing could be more true about family 
law. People do not seek _divorce lawyers 
when they are happy, but the decisions you 
make and the quality of representation you 
give while you carry these burdens, will 
Another myth about fumily law is that (Bostwick continued on page 10) 
Out of the Closet and into the Courts 
By Kay Randall 
Sole practitioner Lauri 
J. Stock is a 1988 gradu-
ate of the USO School 
of Law. Born in Passaic, 
New Jersey, and an 
alumni · of the 
University of Florida, 
Stock attended USO 
b-ecatise- she -was in San 
Diego completing her 
active-duty military 
tour. 
Stock began her law 
career with the City 
Attorney's Office in _ 
1988. After that she 
Lauri Stock, Family Law 
Attorney and USD grad recom-
mends this area for those who are 
most stressful and emo-
tionally wrenching 
time the ·party's have 
probably ever been 
~hrough. Stock 
empathizes and this 
keeps her balanced. 
She said that although 
it is easy to get frustrat-
ed with her clients, by 
realizing that ·they are 
not acting as they nor-
mally would, Stock can 
stay focused on her 
clients' goals. With 
remarks like "I under-
stand" or "I know this 
patient and understanding · 
worked with a small criminal defense 
firm for two years. Then, she "hung out 
a shingle." Stock has been a sole practi-
tioner for three years specializing in 
criminal defense and family law. 
Stock never really thought about prac-
ticing family law while in la~ school. In 
addition, s~e was positive she would do 
anything but criminal defense. In fact, 
she panicked at the prospect of oral 
arguments in Law Skills I. Her professor 
suggested joining Toastmasters and that 
is what she did. St.ock ended up win-
ning Best Oralist and; ironically, went-on 
to practice criminal defense. 
She became involved in family law 
"basically out of necessity." Stock noted 
that there is a great deal of opportunity 
in the practice of family law. She prefers 
criminal defense, -but finds family law 
very interesting. - "There are so many 
cross-over issues, tax and/ or estate plan-
ning for example. It's like taking the bar 
- spot the issues and then know when to 
r~fer to a specialist." 
To those interested in the practice of 
family law Stock first advises, "You need 
to enjoy working with numbers,"refer-
ring to the complicated issue of calculat-
ing spousal and child support and divi-
sion of property. The skill of mediation 
and negotiation is also a major asset in 
this field, according to Stock. 
Stock feels very strongly that media-
tion should be utilized much more in 
family law. "Divorces are becoming too 
costly;' Stock said. "The new disclosure 
laws make it almost a discovery process." 
More importantly, - however, Stock 
stressed that the Court is not the proper 
forum to settle family disputes. Stock 
expi::essed that due to the expenses 
involved, there are presently too many 
people trying to represent themselves. 
Because of the highly emotional level of 
the parties, divorce becomes a battle-
ground. 
When as_ked about the emotional fall-
out for an attorney dealing with these 
highly charged emotional issues, Stock 
said "It is very easy to get too emotion-
ally involved." She speaks from experi-
ence, as that is how she first started out. 
However, she quickly realized she had to 
find a way to effectively deal with the 
emotional aspect. Stock says she now 
constantly reminds herself that this is the 
is really difficult;' she can remain emo-
tionally removed yet not seem cold. 
Empathy nas been the key for her. 
As for being out.about her sexual ori-
entation, Stock said it is both a personal 
and political decision. She was not out 
on a professional level when she first 
went into practice, mainly for political 
reasons. She noted her decision not to 
be out was a possible hindrance to the 
extent that "it is nice to have support 
and be accepted unconditionally for 
who you are." That support, in turn, 
gives you the strength to realize your full 
potential. In addition, Gays/Lesbians 
have a tendency, noted Stock, to have 
unrealistic fears of what might happen if 
they come out. Another advantage to 
coming out, therefore, not having to 
worry about fears that never material-
-ize. In reality, being a lesbian has never 
. been an issue for Stock in her law prac-
-tice. In fact, it is an asset because many 
people today prefer to deal with those 
who are gay-friendly. Stock said there 
are many instances in which there is a 
concern that a spouse will challenge 
custody due to sexual orientation. "The 
fact is," says Stock, "California courts do 
not determine parental fitness on the 
basis of sexual orientation." 
Stock is a trained mediator and has 
done extensive work with the Family 
Law Access Project, a pro bono project 
helping those trying to represent them-
selves. She also does pro bono work for 
the Aids Foundation and has been 
awarded the Manuel Wiley award the 
past five years. _ In addition Stock is a 
membet of Tom Homann Law 
Association, The Greater San Diego 
Business Associ~tion, San Diego Trial 
Lawyers Association, and the Lawyers 
Club. In her spare time Stock enjoys 
-running, rollerblading, downhill skiing, -
mountain biking, rock climbing, read-
ing, playing· the piano; and most impor-
-tantly, spending time with her friends. 
In closing, Stock recommends that 
studnets interested in family law practice 
should ~Jerk with a certified family law 
specialist. In regards to job searching iii. 
general, Stock says the key is getting lots 
of -experience in order to figure out 
what you want to do. "Narrow your 
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A S K T H E J U D G E 
QWhat do you think of pienup- assets. In cases of older persons with chil-ti;tl agreements? Would you dren, I wpuld explain the advantages and 
suggest one to a client who has . disadvantages, even if their assets were 
p 1 assets? How much money small ($50,000 for example). However, 
would a client have to have before you even iri situations where prenuptial agree-
would recommend one? ments are inappropriate, clients benefit by 
Ain my. opinion it is unfortunate to · a discussion with their lawyer as, to what use prenuptial agreements for is separate and community property .and 
young couples. Someho~, it is a how that . character can be preserved or 
poor beginning for a life of trust and ,, changed. 
Bostwick continued from page 9 
affect future generations, of children, men 
and women. Bostwick added that family 
law is a people practice: you don't deal 
with entities, concepts, or fictional estates. 
For me, praciticing family law is like 
working in the morgue--it's grueson:ie 
working around death. Even· though I 
might die someday. I don't want to be 
reminded of it. Seeing divorce, being a 
part of it, reminds me of sorriethfug that 
exists but that I hope ~ever happens. I 
have been married for two and half years 
after chasing the same girl since she made 
me weak in the knees in high school. I 
was dumstruck then and I'm dumbstruck 
now. I don't_ think I will ever get 
-divorced, but no one plans on it. The sta-
tistics ~re grim: 68% of e~eryone who says 
"I do," will later say "I don't." It frightens 
me enough that I keep washing dishes, 
putting the lid down, and doing all in my 
power to please my better half. 
My fears of inevitable divorce were 
lessened by a 90 year old man named Lee 
Stokes. . He lived in my neighborhood. 
He needed company, and I needed his 
backyard for a garden to ease my first-year 
pains. I krlew him for six months before 
I learned his wife of 68 years still lived 
with him. She was in a coma in their 
bedroom, and he refused to put her in a 
home. For eight years he changed her, 
bathed her, wrote her poetry and hoped 
she would still love him when she woke. 
He refused to leave her alone. When he 
went shopping or r~n errands, he insisted 
someone watch her. Mrs. Stokes never 
wok;e up. She died in February of 1995. 
When I spoke with him 1 · expected to 
hear plans of moving into a condomini-
um in St. George and taking a fishing trip. 
His only words were "I'm going to miss 
her." 
If you practice family law, be as suc-
cessful personally, emotionally, and' finan-
cially {he doesn't miss meals) as Jefffey 
Bostwick. Hundreds of clients owe a rel-
atively smooth di:vorce and a good settle-
ment to him. But stay on the right side of 
the desk. If you get married, be as suc-
cessful as Lee Stokes. 
mutual dependency. In the unusual case, As to the dollar amount a client 
where one is very wealthy, it may be both would need to . have before a lawyer 
necessary and prudent. In such cases, should suggest a prenuptial agreement, as 
both sides should always have indepen- little as $10,000 would trigger the need if 
dent competent counsel representing a particularly vulnerable, aged person 
them. The wealthy partner can blame the · needed. the protection. Otherwise, it 
unromantic contract on the . insistence of would depend on many factors, including , 
his/her lawyer. With second marriages of ,whether or not a client asked for my rec-
older persons with grown children, it is ommendation; whether I had a long term 
usually a sensible arrangement which is client · relationship which involved the 
beneficial to both families and usually protection of a client's subst;antial assets 
understood as such by mature persons. such that I should initiate the suggestion 
Raj~$ World 
As to initiating the suggestion to a on my own; and the degree of knowledge 
client, I would discuss the benefits and and sophistication of the client. 
burdens of prenuptial agreements in situ- judge Barbara jean Barnhouse Johnson 
ations where both parties have substantial .(tppellate Department, Los Angeles Superior 
assets or where one party has substantial Court 
l!l.1!1 
.The Sardinia Family, for two 
decades, has prided themselves 
in providing the best quality of 
homestyle Italian food. 
Beer 
. . 
1129 Morena Blvd 
276-8393 
2 Pasta Dinner Special 
$9.75 
Good Through November 
with this coupon 
1!1.1!1 
By Raj Rajan I appreciate every-one who told me 
I should make this 
a regular column, and 
though I doubt I have 
enough to say, I did 
meet someone the~· 
other day who made 
me re-think how I see .. . 
the world. . · · 
The other -· ··· 
'I .. , , 
.. ,~y I pulled into a 7 -
11 to get a slurpee 
and a man came up and asked for some 
spare change. I reached into my pocket 
and felt some change, so I gave it to him. 
As _ I gave it to him I said, "Hope you're 
not going to buy any alcohol with that." 
He looked at the change in his hand and 
responded with a smirk, "Don't thin!c . 
there's enough here for any of the good 
stuff." He continued by mumbling, "My 
name's Jim and I'm planning to save up 
and buy a Pizza Hut." Not expecting a 
response at all, I was pretty taken aback. ,. 
Was this humor or was he just insane? I 
took a good look at him. He wore cam-
ouflage pants, big . black boots with 
·scratches ·all over them, a torn green t-
shirt with a light green army jacket, and 
a brown cap which covered his long 
brown, gray streaked hair, which looked 
as if it hadn't been wash.ed in . months. 
Before I eveh realized it, we were sitting 
on the curb talking. He told me about 
how he'd led a normal life. How he'd 
fought in Vietnam, how he'd been mar-
ried and had a son, and how he pretty 
much had everything he wanted. Most 
of the things he said were pretty frag-
mented and he didn't really seem as . 
though he was actually talking to me. As 
he continued talking, his tone changed 
· ~nd he talked about . how he hated 
Vietnam ;ind how he pated people 11ere 
for not caring about .him over there. 
' How_ difficult life was when he got back 
because ofall the flashbacks he had. And 
how his life ended when his wife and 
son were killed in a car accident. After 
telling me ~bout the death of his wife 
and son, which I gathered to be quite a 
while ago, he started to mumble and his 
voice just faded away. He then got up 
and strolled away. I called out his name 
. but he didn't turn 
aro1,md~ I doubt he 
remembered even talk-
ing to me .. 
Listening to him 
made me-think of a lot 
of things. It made me 
think a!Jout how people 
perceive homeless peo-
ple as lazy or crazy. I 
remember how a friend 
of mine-would reply to 
people whq_ begged for 
money by pomtmg 
down the street and saying, "I hear 
McDonald's is hiring." But it also 
reminded me of ori.e particular day when 
that same friend and I walked by a 
mother, who was sitting against a wall 
begging for food with her little girl, who 
had the saddest little face with big beau-
tiful blue eyes that looked right through 
you when you looked at her. My friend 
walked over to a small grocery store 
across the street and bought them $40 
worth of groceries, which was all the 
money he had in his wallet, walked back 
over to the mother and handed it to her. 
He kissed the little girl on top of the 
head ind walked on · without saying a 
word. I've se.en him dunk a basketball 
over a guy 6'10", hit a 90 mph pitch over 
the center field fence, and even ace a 
chemistry midterm having been to class 
only once. Bu I've never been more 
impressed with him then wh~n he gave 
that lady those groceries. We talked 
about it later and he told me that some-
where along the way he learned that 
we're all just a ·couple steps removed 
from where that lady was: a couple of 
bad breaks, a traumatic event, who 
knows. But none of us should be so sure 
in our lives that we feel that we would 
react any differently and we shouldn't 
feel so confident that we're that much 
better. It reminded me of a li~e in To 
Kill A Mockingbird: "You never really 
understand a person until you consider · 
things from their pc,)int of view." Maybe 
my friend had met someo.ne like Jim 
along the w~y. I. know my meeting with 
Jim made me think about a:lot of things, 
certainly not the least of which is about 
the poor on our streets. I hope reading 
this article did the sa~e, for you. 
USD 
• #1 Ill 
By Bob Korwin 
t.J.S.D emerged victorious in the 
First Annual Ninth Circuit Charity 
Softball Challenge in Los Angeles. The 
co-rec tournament, ·hosted by Whittier 
Scho9l of Law, was a one-day, single-elim-
ination event involving seven. souther(} 
California law schools. The teams com-
peted for bragging rights in the ninth cir-
cuit as well _ as a $3,000.00 check to be 
given to a charity of the winning .team's 
choosing and a traveling trophy to be 
hosted by the victor each year. The 
schools participating in · the challengt: 
were: Cal. Western, Loyola, Pepperdine, 
Southwestern, USb, U.SC and Whittier. 
The USO team, assembled by intramural 
mini-czar Ryan Saba, cruised to victories 
over Southwestern, Pepperdine and 
Loyola to brmg the glory home to Alcala 
Park. 
. The day started . out with an easy 
USO victory over Southwestern. This was 
an impressive win· considering that our 
beloved · Law Tori:eros st:irted the gairie 
with orlty seven players. This bit of strate-
gy can be attributed to the expert riaviga-
·tional skills of Los Angeles natives Ryan 
Saba and Kari Keidser. 
By the top of the second inning, 
U.S.D was at full strength and finished off 
Southwestern injust over half an hour by 
a score of 7 - 2. The offense was sparked 
by home runs from left-fielder Johll "1-
Wish-Bratton's-Bombers-Were-As-Good - ' 
As-This-Team" Cohen and pitcherJohn 
"Four-Eyes, Three-Home-Runs" Hagey. 
Following the wi,n, USO had a four-
hour break before the next game. Center 
fielder Robert - "What-Makes-You-
Think-0.J.'s-House-Will-Be-Blocked-
Off?" Martinez led the team on a tour of 
the greater Brentwood area including 
famed Bundy Drive. After the tour and a 
hearty lunch, the tournament reconvened 
with a semi-final match-up between host 
team Whittier and self-proclaimed favorite 
Loyola . . Loyola proved to be too strong for 
Whittier and fought off a late inning tally' 
to snatch a victory from the hostees. 
U.S.D then took the field in their 
own . semi-final match-up against 
Pepperdine. This pairing · should be 
awarded Game of the Day honors. Both 
teams played well, putting on a show both 
offensi~ely and defensively. Defensive 
kudos go to team captain and outfield 
rover Ryan "Thomas-Guide" Saba who 
missed an easy tly ball and then recovered 
to make a perfect throw, gunning the run-
ner out at home plate. 
With a 10 to 8 lead in the bottom of 
the last inning, USD found themselves 
one out from a championship bid when 
the pitcher Hagey made a costly mistake. 
f-Ie made a bad pitch that was sent rocket-
ing into the night sky by the Pepperdine 
Ninth 
Circuit 
dean up hitter to tie the game at 10 to 10. 
. The USO defense then,clamped down to 
get the next batter out ,and preserve the 
tie. 
That tie continued until the bot~om 
of the eighth when first-base-person, 
Renee "Full-Spilt" St Clair, stepped in to 
hit. With Cohen and Hagey on base, St. 
,~fair slapped a line drive over third base to 
score the hustling Cohen from second. 
The hit gave USD an 11 to 10 victory and 
a ticket ~o the championship .game. 
The stage was theri set for the d~­
matic match-up betweep U>yola and the 
underdog Law Torreros. The ~tart of the 
game was tense as USD protested tHe 
Loyola pitcher's use of a glove on her 
pitching hand. As the game progressed, 
though, it became clear that even a jar of 
Vaseline and a cann~n would not have 
helped Loyola's pitching. 
After an uneventful first inning, USD 
set the tone as· they came up to bat in the 
top of the second. Shortstop 9fodd 
"Warning-Track-Power" Wight stepped 
in and stroked a double off the center field 
wall. The next batter, Bob "Its-My.'.: 
Article-and-1-Can-Say-Whatever-I-
Want" Karwin, stepped up and crushed a 
tape~measure, two-tun home nin. The 
moonshot, Karwin's third of the tourna-
ment, took the wind out of Loyola's sails 
and put USD into the lead for good. 
Even Kari "Can-I-Use-My~Feet?" 
Keidser got into the spirit getting two hits 
and scoring four runs. In later innings, 
Cohen and Hagey also recorded homers 
. as USO rolled to twelve runs and a rout 
over Loyola. 
Throughout the game, USD's 
defense was solid, holding Loyola to oruy 
three runs. Second base person Kim 
"Bruise Fai;m"Townsend was an impene-
trable wall, sacrificing her body to fend off 
four hot grounders. The outfield also 
·chimed in with Moana "Yes-That's-My-
Real-Name" McMullen hauling in two 
spectacular runriing catches to rob extra 
base hits away from·· very disgruntled 
Loyola hitters .. 
On a sad note, shortly after the 
.tournament was concluded, a freak auto 
accident claimed the life of a Whittier 
player. In his honor, the U.S.D. team has 
offered a portion of the prize money to 
help cover the considerable expense of 
a funeral ceremony. ., 
In a few ~eeks, U.S.D. will receive a 
trophy for its efforts commemorating its 
victory in the first annual tournament. It · 
will be a traveling trophy hosted by each 
years's winning te;un. Hopefully it will 
remain in the W r.its trophy case for years 
to come. Congratulations to all to the 
team members and good luck next year. 
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The softball season is well underway, 
so luckily I have some fodder for ·this fine 
publicatio~ cilled Motions. First, before you 
all start complaining and I ~ow you will 
(you are law studepts), it was not our fault 
that halfWay through the sea5on we are 
starting our games at 6:00 instead of 5:15. 
The women's sot.i;ball team is having a Fall 
practice and through a miracle of misc9m-
munication, we 'Yere not told about this 
until the week before they started. So with 
that dealt with, let's get into the teams. . · 
COMPETITIVE 
In a game that could prove quite sig:.. 
nificant, Natural Born Killers (NBK) fal-
tered in. their first game against Bratton'; 
Bombers (BB). For all of you who do not 
know, NBK is the team who brought 
home the trophy last year. It was a disap-
pointing loss for NBK, one in which I am 
surprised Jon Hagey was willing to show 
his face the· next day. Since then NBK (4-
1) has redeemed themselves with a perfect 
. record. They are now on the track to finish 
in the top three teams. One identifiable 
prolems is that NBK has lost one their bet-
ter players, Pe_te Zamoyski to the broken 
collar bone. Luckily Mike Battin has not 
sacrificed any of the other team members, 
since 9r this team would have a difficult 
road ahead. 
Bratton's Botl_lbers (5-0) are currently 
undefeated even though they pulled out a 
_slim victory (10-9) over one of the first year 
teams, Section B. (Apparently Colin Rice 
(of BB) has decided that he .is too good for 
the rest us sofi:ball_players and has resigned. 
I know · ~terview season brings out the 
worst in some people but Colin, you are 
warm up at the field throwing a ball or get-
ting some batting practice. Not BK - all 
team meetings are held at the Beachcomer 
over several cocktails di;cussing defensive 
strategy. Ofcourse the defensive strategy 
being discussed is how they are going to 
fight off sobriety in the hour and half that 
they are . away from the bar. The whole 
league thailk:s Butter Knives for rounding 
out the league at eight teams and making 
the rest of us look better. In all honesty 
though, this team· has ·some excellent indi-
vidual talent, the problem is that, as a team, 
these guys bring each other down rather 
than play better. Understandable consider-
ing that it is more fun to get loaded in a 
group rather than alone. 
Now to the first-year teams. To all of 
you I apologize for scheduling you in some 
tough· games against the second and third 
year teams at first. I guess this is the law 
school method of hazing or it can be 
attributed to the fact Ryan Saba wanted to 
pad his team's record (standing at 4-0 at this 
writing) early by scheduling games against 
the first years. But take heart, there are 
some. easier games ahead and none of you 
are nearly as bad as Section C (now 
R.O.Y.S.) was last year. 
Section A (0-5). Rounding out an 0-
5 record in the first five weeks is no sur-
prise. What would be a surprise is if this 
team can manage to post a victory against 
Butter Knives. A suggestion would be to 
reposition the outfield so that routine tly 
balls are just that. 
Section B (2-3). Apparently the gold-
en child of 1 L's, this team has managed to 
post two victories in the first half of the sea-
A review_ of this season shows that teams who have 
played together for a while tend to do better 
not there yet! Actwilly · Coliri's arm is 
rumored to have turned to jello, but that is 
not what the women are saying.) 
The next comp team on the list is 
ROYS (Rest OfYou Suck). Now other 
than their obnoxious name and the requi- . 
site attitude that comes with this team, they 
are not bad and are slated to finish iti the 
top three with BB ;µid NBK. Despite the 
fact that this team has a mediocre defense 
including my lackey Ryan Saba, they have 
some of the strongest batting in the league, 
between Bob Karwln, Mark Davis, and 
Todd Wight. don't worry too much about 
this team, though. If you can get around 
the 3 to 4 clingers that they usually hit, they 
are very beatable. Remember, this team 
had nowhere to go but up since the major-
ity of their players hail from the . disaster 
called Section C last year. Advance con-
gratultions to ROYS for winning the 
home run trophy, but we will see how you 
stack up against the real competition. 
Kaiser Sosa Conspiracy (Kaiser) is 
Rainbow C5>alitj.on of last season. This · 
team has done a defensive shuffle this sea-
son in an attempt stop the sporadic hemor-
raging on defense last year. What can. I say, 
other than I play on this team (so .don't 
expect any disparaging remarks) and despite 
a loss to NBK, they are are undefeated. 
They are a. longshot for the title, but so is 
every team besides BB, NBK, and ROYS 
. And now to Butter 'Knives (BK). 
Clearly the worst of the non-first year 
teams. Some of you may think that this is 
a low blow, but this team must be proud. 
They are the only teain to boast the most 
drunk players despite the no-alcohol-at-
son, and one of the losses was the slim loss 
against againt BB, who now stand at the 
top of the heap. A word to all the other 
cont~nders out there, this team could be 
the spoiler. I -cannot remember the last 
time a first year team had nearly a .500 
record at the . halfvVay point. A couple of 
words to Section B, "come down to earth, 
there is not much oxygen up there." 
Section C (ff-5). 
Unfortunately for Section C, someone has 
to be on the bottom .and here they are. 
Wit~ only 20 runs scored so far, and slated 
to have over 100 runs against them by the 
end of week six, this team has a lot of work 
to do. Luckily for Sectjon C, an early exit 
from playofiS will give them more time to 
study for finals. There are some advantages 
to the bottom ,but not many. 
CO-REC 
L will start with a little warning for the 
women, who participate out there. 
Apparently some of the more obnoxious 
rllale law students have discovered that a. 
female catcher is quite a captive audience 
for the u_mpire. This is good for lntramurals 
because I seem to have a number of people 
who want to umpire, but the· problem is 
that since Saba hires them, he wants to keep 
the competition to a minimum. So ifRyan 
or Will are being very friendly, you know 
what it means. 
A review of· this -season shows that 
teams who have played together for a while 
tend to do better. Hence the undefeated 
Res Judicata (5-0), the alumni team that 
~duated two years ago. Apparently they 
just can't let go. But remember, the goal 
with this team is not to win, it is to figure 
- the-fields-or-bleachers rule. Most teams (Dave &yd wntinUes on page 18) 
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The Public Interest Law Foundation would like to thank 
everyone who made our 5th Annual Monte Carlo Night and 
Auction such a success. We would like to extend a special thanks to: 
SBA, PAD, Bar/Bri, Barpassers a'nd the Section E first year class, 
The event was a rousing success, raising over $3,000 for student 
summer grants, In addition, people had a great time drinking, gam-
bling and just having fun. 
Among our major auction winners were: Debbie Katz who 
bid on and won a Bar/Bri full bar review course and also a home 
brew kit. Jason Thorton and Mary Bishop each bought a trip for 
two to Las Vegas. _ 
Thanks again to all who came early to set up. Without you the 
room wouldn't have looked so nice and the event wouldn't have 
run so smoothly. 
Grant Applications will be distributed sometime in the Spring 
semester. 
Mary Daggett, President, PILF 
Francis Playdon, Monte Carlo Night Coordinator 
The First years took over this year. They came in droves to 
drink, gamble and spend their $ 
l}nlloween Pnrty 
By Paul J Devine 
Approximately 500 people 
attended the annual SBA Halloween 
Party, held on Friday, October 27, 1995 
at the Town and Country Hotel. The 
party began at 8:00 pm and the festivities 
continued until 1:00 am. Ryan Landis 
and Dave Anet, dressed as "blue balls", 
'Yon a trip for two to Las Vegas in the 
costume compet1t1on. Second place 
went to 3rd yearsJena Kirsch and Janet 
Lee dressed as Edina and Patsy of 
"Absolutely Fabulous" fame, the "Pink 
Ladies" of Grease came in third, and 
By the looks of these pictures, 
there are a lot more weird people 
around USD law school than one 
would have guessed. 
"Cyrano and Roxanne" ~ook fourth. 
Some '°f the other contestants of the cos-
. tume competition were the "Super 
Friends," a female vampire, "Galaxy 
Man," a dominatrix, a group of nerds, 
and a roller blading queen. Also seen at 
the party were Mrs. Seffert {Seffert v. ~os 
Angeles Transit Lines, 56 Cal. 2d 498 
(1961).), Juliet, the "Blue M&M's", a 
dead bride, -several ghouls, vampires, 
gangsters, nerds, doctors, and a couple of 
Cleopatras. SBA president Dave Krause 
hosted, and everyone had a great time. 
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LEMING' 
Fundatnentals of Law 
First Year Review and Advanced Seminars 
Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations 
· What FYR!Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ... 
• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each 
area covered. This material is not available in published form. 
• Provide Exam Approach and Checklist for each area covered. 
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered. 
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered. 
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format. 
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered. 
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area 
covered. 
• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations. 
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers. 
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity to Write one 
Exam Hypothetical in each subject area. The completed exam 
may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 23166 Los Alisos 
Blvd., Suite 238, Mission Viejo, CA 92691, along with a blank 
cassette tape and enclosed self-addressed envelope (required 
for its return) . The exam will be critiqued extensively through 
audio cassette and returned to the student. ' 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES· 
San Diego • L •VE L EcTu REs 
Fr iday, November 17, 1995 
6 :30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
CIVIL PROCEDURE I 
Saturday, November 18, 1995 
9:00 am to I :00 pm 
Saturday, November 18, 1995 
2:30 pm to 6:30 pm 
Monday, November 20, 1995 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
(Jurisdiction, Venue, Choice of Law, 
Pleadings, Joinder, Summary Judgment, 
Collateral Estoppel, Res Judicata) 
CONTRACTS f ... u.c.c TORTS I 
ROOM 28 . 
(Formation, Defenses, 
Third Party Beneficiaries, 
Breach, Remedies) 





+ Tuesday, November 21 , 1995 
9 :00 am to I :00 pm 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 
+ Tuesday, November 21 , .1995 
. 6:00 pm tO l0~00 pm tJI. 
Friday and Monday live cours.es will be held at California 
Western School of Law, 35.0. Cedar.Ave., San.Diego. 
,· ~ ,......_ . . ' 
REMEDIES I +Saturday live courses held atthe Radisson Hotel, 
1646 Front Street. Old Bailey Room (Justiciability, Commerce Clause, (Tort Remedies: Damages, 
Federal/State Conflicts, 
Separation of Powers, Restitution, + Tuesday live courses will be held at The Ramada Old Town, 
D P E 1 P t t i ) Injunction Emphasis) ue rocess, qua ro ec on 2435 Jefferson Street, San Diego, The Old Mission Room 
Pre ... Regist ration Guarantees Space & Outline • s 5000 per Seminar • s45oo Group Rate* 
(*Group Rate available to groups of 5 who register together at least one week before the desired seminar.) 
Registration at Door <ifspace availahle>: s55.00 
San Diego • vmEo LECTURES 
~--------------------~ 
Sat., Nov. 18, 1995 
9:00 am to I :00 pm 
WILLS 
Sat ., Nov. 18, 1995 
2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
TRUSTS 
Friday, December I • 1995 
6:30 pm to 10:30 pm 
EVIDENCE I 
(Relevance, Opinion, 
Character, Impeachment, Best 
Evidence, Types of Evi.dence, 
Burdens/Presumptions, 
Judicial Notice) 
Sat., Dec. 2, 1995 
9 :00 am to I :()_0 pm 
REAL PROPERTY I 
(Concurrent Interests, Future 
Interests, Adverse Possession, 
Class Gifts, Easements, 
Landlord-Tenant) 
Sat., Dec. 2, 1995 
2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
CORPORATIONS 
The Registration Price for Each Video 
Seminar is $2500 (Half Price) 
All courses will be given at the Hyperleaming, 8950 Villa La folla Drive, Suite 11 32, La folla, California 
Directio.ns: Take Interstate 5 North from San Diego to La lo/la Village Drive Exit. Make a Left off the freeway. a Left at 
second Stoplight. a Right at Elephant Bar Entrance. and Park in center of parking structure behind Elephant Bar. 
Walk up the stairs to the second level and follow the signs to Suite 11 32. 
Course Lecturer: 
PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING 
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant 
For the past fourteen years,.Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the 
developrpent of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar 
Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law. 
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre·Law School Prep Seminars and 
First, Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the . ~ 
Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing 
Workshop. Both are seminars involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the 
law student to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer of Lon¢hort Tenn 
Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of the Perlonnance Examination 
Writing Manual. the Author of the First Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook, the Second 
Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook, and the Third Year Essay Examination Writing 
Workbook. These are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States. 
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adiunct faculty at Western State 
University in Fu.llerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los Angeles 
School of Law where he has taught for the past eleven years. He maintains a private practice in 
Orange County. California. 
REGISTRATION FORM (Please Type or Prinll 
Address: ----------------------------------------------~-------------
City:---------------------------- State: _______ _ Zip: -------------
Telephone: 
Law School: -----------,------------- Semester in Which Currently Enrolled: _______ _ 
Seminars and Locations to be Attended:----------------------------------------
Form of Payment: 
D Check D Money Order (Make Payable lo: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law) 
0 Visa D MasterCard 0 Discover 
Credit Card # _____________________________ _ Cred it Card Exp iration Date _____ _ 
Driver's License # ____________ _ Signature: _ ________________ _ Date: _ __ _ 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
. 23 196 Los Ausds BOULEVARD • SUITE 238 • MISSION V1E10: C ALIFORNIA 92692 
Cal~omia Toll Free: I (800) LA~·EXAM • 7,14/770~7030 • Fax: 714/454~8556 
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Letters to Editor Continued you personally and USD, I guess you have-a 
ments were not started by another point that some might misinterpret it and it 
USDstudent, and it was not a case of penis would re.fleet negatiilely. However, all papers 
envy (where some one tried to pick up on have opinion pieces, which this obviously is. 
one of the guys and was rebuffed), but Anyone who reads Motions from cover to 
adults, some of whom were married, cover would not get the impression that we are 
engaged or otherwise involved. a bunch ef delinquents. · As far as being proud 
I'm sorry that you missed the Book of to be a delinquent, that was a joke. Any 
Kells, it is an extraordinary piece of art employer who looked at my resume would see 
and part of the history of Ireland. Pubs the vast number of things lam involved. with. 
and nightclubs are fun, but you can find Future employers won't base their opinion on 
decent Irish pubs in America. me based on one column. If they would, then 
This letter is not intended to offend, but that isn't the job for me anyway. I have no 
to offer a different perspective. But if doubt that with my persistence and experience 
you have any hurt feelings just have a my professional career will be a smashing suc-
GU INNESS (or Guinness stew, recipe cess regardless of that column. 
follows) because Guinness gives you The real reason that I didn't see the 
strength. Book ef Kells and the Old library is simply 
Guinness Stew: because I kept putting it off With traveling 
Ingredients: and everything else,-I kept thinking I had so 
2 lb. roast beef or sirloin steak much time in Dublin I would eventually see. 
2 tbs. of oil or fat drippings (bacon fat) it, but I didn't. I did see much of Ireland and 
2 large brown onions, chopped many beautiful and historically important 
2 cloves of garlic, crushed things. I love the Irish people and their phi-
1I4 cup flour losophy on life. They were more interesting 
1 cup beef stock, 1 cup Guinness than museums and such. The main way that 
- 2 carrots sliced Irish folk socialize, families and. all, is in the 
2 bay leaves, 1 sprig thyme pub. It wasn't just about drinking. I've made 
ground pepper · friends in Ireland that I will cherish for the 
1/2 cups prunes, halved & pitted rest ef my life. There may be decent Irish 
(optional - pubs in America, but the Guinness -isn't as 
prunes give a slightly sweet balance) good and the people aren't Irish. 
Directions: Some ef the most out ef control partiers 
Cut meat into 1 inch cubes. Heat 1 weren't even from USD. There are immature 
tbs. oil in a pan cook onions until and rnde people from every school. The com-
pale/ golden. Add garlic, cook 1 minute ments made about us did come from one per-
longer. Remove from pan, drain on son and were not based on how much or lit-
paper towel. tie we drank or went to class. However, we 
Heat remaining oil in a large pan, worked it all out in the end and made great 
add meat and cook quickly to brown on , friends with the people from other schools. The 
all sides. Reduce heat, stir in flour until group from USD was a sweet,Jun group ef 
all meat is coated. people. If any ef you feel . that the article 
Blend in stock to form a thick, re.fleeted b~dly on you, I also apologize. 
smooth stock. Add Guinness and stir - If I were to write my column again, I 
until mixture simmers. Stir in onions, would do it the same way, but add the serious 
garlic, carrots, herbs and pepper. side to avoid misinterpretation. I only set out 
Simmer uncovered for 1 112 hours, to make people laugh ' and it was not my 
stirring occasionally t~ prevent sticking. intention for it to be taken so literally or seri-
lf using prunes add 30 minutes before ously. Thank you for pointing this out and 
finished. Garnish with chopped parsley. for t~e Guinness Stew recipe. It isn't the one 
Thank You, we had, but it sounds delicious. 
Michelle Brenot J#ndi Whitmore, News Editor-
I would like to address some concerns 
about my last column on the Dublin study 
abroad program. If I offended or insulted 
anyone I apologize. What got lost in my arti-
cle was the fact that the program was one _ef 
. the best educational and academic experiences 
of my life. I meant no disrespect to Trinity, 
USD, Professor Lazarow, or anyone working 
in the study abroad program. The column 
was supposed to be a funny, exaggerated view 
on the compilation ef things I saw and my 
experience. I am well aware of the fact that 
this is a study abroad program and did in fact 
study. I did skim cases and attend, class on a 
somewhat regular basis. My grades were rel-
atively good as well. I mentioned this in my 
article, but it seems that it was missed. I did 
make an excellent balance between studying, 
traveling, and going out. That I did otherwise 
was an assumption on your part due to the 
fact that you must not appreciate my sense ef 
humor:· That's fine, not everyone will. If you 
feel that I insulted the integrity of the pro-
gram, I once again apologize. My family and 
I are Irish and I know that life to us is about 
having Jun. As my professor, Professor 
Quinn, said to us, "If something becomes a 
burden in your life, it's not worth doing. " 
Additionally, my Irish friends thought it was 
funny how much we did worry about study-
ing and working because they think · we 
should work to-- live, not live to work. I was 
showing that side of it in a satirical light. 
As far as the reflection of this column on 
Dear Editor: 
The October 4 edition of Motions 
contained many interesting and useful 
articles. I _was partietdarly·pleased to see 
your coverage oflabor employment law 
as a part of your series on potential areas 
of practice. Your interview of a variety 
of individuals involved in labo~ and 
employment law presented a good sam-
pling of the diverse ·viewpoints and 
practice opportunities available in this 
dynamic field. As one of those inter-
viewed, I appreciated the opportunity to 
discuss some of the major recent devel-
opments and concerns in this field. 
While Kenneth Long generally did a 
good job in reflecting my views on these 
issues (although there was some confu-
sion as to whether particular passages 
expressed my, his, or possibly his father's, 
opinions), there were a few errors that 
need to be corrected to avoid embar-
rassment to me and Motions: 
1). The practice of employers avoiding 
unionization by establishing committees 
that bargain over terms and conditions of 
employment is prohibited by the National 
Labor R elations Act [NRLA]; enforced 
by the National Labor Relations Board 
[NRLB], not by the "Fair Labor Standards 
Act;' which establishes things like mini- ' 
mum hourly wages and overtime regula-
tions; and is enforced by the Labor 
Department (or a state Labor Board). 
2r The reference to the case in which 
tape recordings were made (at the request 
of the employer) of managments' speech 
opposing unionization that chntained 
impermissible threats to union supporters 
was n_ot a case I had but was one I was 
informed· about, as I told Mr. Long, by a 
local attorney working for the NLRB.. · 
3). A Supreme Court decision interpret-
ing the NRLA, not an express· legislative 
enactment, enables employers to perma--, 
nently replace econimic strikers. Unions 
and their suppor~ers have tried hard, thus 
far unsuccessfully, to seek legisaltion over-
turning the Court's Interpretation. 
4). Union <;lecertifications requires 'an 
NLRB supervised election (unless the 
union voluntarily relinquishes its certifi-
cation) and usually involves local unions 
and their lawyers and sometimes those 
from the AFL-CIO, a federation of most 
American unions. 
In the report of the interview with 
Norma Pierce, Distinguished Proffessor, 
and former Secretary of Labor, Willard 
Wirtz's name is misspelled as "Wurtz." 
These are the "wurtz" of the errors 
in the articles on labor and employment 
law, although other items could use clar-
ification and editing. I can't resist, how-
ever, pointing out to Ms. Rachman, 
regarding her article on the "fountain," 
that USO is not an exten$ion of the 
Catholic Church, nor does the Church 
control University policy, construction, 
or parking. We sometinies screw these 
things- up on our own. USO by choice 
and charter provision is a Catholic uni-
versity, but since 1971 it also is indepen-=-
dent and ecumenical, abnd is neither 
own~d, controlled, nor financially 
dependent on the Catholic Church. 
Thanks again for highlighting the 
labor , and employment field. As an area 
that deals with basic human needs and 
aspirations in a complex legal economic 
environment, it is fun to practice and 
teach and merits consideration of serious 
and socially conscious students. 
Donald T. Weckstein, professor oflaw· 
Motions wants to here from you. 
Letters to the editor should be 
placed with a disk and hard copy 
in the Motions mail box (the same 
place as. student file folders)~ 
Please .submit letters by the 15th 
• The World According to Wendi 
By Wendi Whitmore - ·. that easy. Something comes up, we weird 
It's very interesting how perspectives out, and I'm speeding . down the Love 
can change so drasticalfy in just one year. Coaster at the _speed of light. Have you 
My first column was about how insane it ever noticed how when you are fighting 
ill was: Law school. Loans. Law students. with your mate (or you want one and don't 
Nothing made sense and no one was talk- have one, or you just broke up, or you think 
ing. It was all ab~ut Bar Review and Law the only love you'll ever know is that 
Review and trying desperately to take weekend, transient kind from Melrose 
coherent notes. Place) that the simplest things in life 
This year is different. I have graduat- become torturous? Take the grocery store 
ed to the status of 2L. Drum roll please. I for example. You must go there from time 
don't nervously ta_p my pencil on my desk to time. Once there, you find yourself lost 
in fear anymore. I don't even know where in the most depressing love songs on the 
my pencil is. My fellow students who had planet. There I am, trying to pick out cere-
~at deer-in-headlights look most of last al and crying to "I Honestly Love You" by 
year, including myself, seem to have forgot- Olivia Newton John. Yuck. Something 
ten, au about fear. Last year, when called about those love songs makes us go back 
upon to recite a case, nervous students again· and again. It's like when you have a 
would be disgustingly prepared or masters cut in your mouth and you keeping touch-
at the art of bullshit. In any case, they said ing it with your tongue even though it's 
something that could sort of be, in a twist- killing you. Driving is another winner. You 
ed way, related to the subject at hafld. This search the radio stations and find every sick, 
year, it takes the poor professors a few tries pathetic love song known to man ur:i.til 
to find someone who even knew what case your sitting at a red light blowing your 
we were discussing, much less have read it. nose. Ewwwwww. There must be some-
( am not referring to those devoted souls thing really cool about love or we ill 
who still brief cases (Case briefS! I don't wouldn't keep doing it. I think being in 
need no stinking case briefS!). There are that happy-giddy-goofy-smiley place is 
still those who are terribly prepared in light almost as embarrassing as my last cereal aisle 
of the 2L drift. That's right. The 2L drift. incident. I get called on in class because 
The drift means that _instead of asking fel- I'm looking up and smiling and the profes-
low students what page of the text we are sor thinks I want to talk. If he only knew 
on, it becomes what page of the syllabus are where Il}y mind was. People ask you how 
we on. I understand the motto for 2L's: you are and you gleefully reply, "AWE-
"Go to class less, study less, and your grades SOME!" and they look at you with some-
improve:' Good. I'm right where I need thing resembling fear or confusion. I look 
to be. I thought it was j ust me. Then I tried · back at my notes for the 'week and they are 
to catch up and ask people where we were terribly incomprehensible and have a cer-
and no one knew. I asked, "Have you start- tain name doodled in a variety of ways ill 
ed outlining yet?" And instead of receiving around the paper. Like I said, it's amazing 
the last year's answer ... a proud, "Yes it's how things can change in a year. 
started;' I receive hysterical laughter and a This year I've realized there is life out-
look that_says, "Hasn't anyone told this silly side oflaw school. I tried to carry my"no-
thing that outlining is passe?" worries" attitude over from Dublin 
The whole thing has intensified by the (although drinking drastically less). It's 
fact that I have been on that wild roller been somewhat successful and school has 
coaster of love. Hav~ you ever noticed been much more enjoyable. It really is true 
when you meet this great person, the uni- that it's better to have 30 minutes of 
verse gets a great thrill out of throwing absolutely wonderful than a whole lifetime 
every obstacle in your way? It's like that of nothing special. And rollercoasters? 
with everything you want. You decide you Well, I like rollercoasters. In the wise words 
want it, and then you must tackle ill the of Grandma from the movie Parenthood,"I 
things that say you can't have it. Other like the rollercoaster ... .it goes up .... and 
people, fear, time, planning ... whatever it down. Some prefer the merry-go-round, 
may be. So, I meet this guy and he is but it just goes around and around .... : ' 
AMAZING and we fill in love. It's never Well, you get the point. (Here's to you Sly). 
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The Battle Over Colorado's Amendment 2 
From the Left By Alison Cohen From the Right 
PROTECTED STATUS FOR MINORITY THE TYRANNY OF THE MAJORITY 
On the first Monday in October, the , 
Supreme Court of the United States heard 
argument in the case of Romer Y. Miller, 
No. 94-1039. The issue involved, for those 
who are unfamiliar with the case, is the 
validity of an amendment to the Colorado 
Constitution that denies homosexuals spe-
cific legal protections afforded to other 
minority groups which would protect 
against discrimination based on their sex-
ual orientation. This amendment was put 
throtigh the legislature by a.53% vote of 
the Colorado population.- The Colorado 
Supreme Court struck down the amend..: 
ment with a 6-1 vote, finding that the 
amendment violated the United States 
Constitution. 
Imposed on all of .this is the 1986 
decision by the US Supreme Court, 
Bowers v. Hardwick. For those first-years 
who haven't had Constitutional Law yet, 
or for those others who· never paid atten-
tion to Constitutl.onal Law, ~ per-
mitted a law to stand that forbids consen-. 
sual homosexual sexual. acts performed in 
the privacy of a person's home. 
Apparently, Rehnquist and friends felt that 
..... because the 14th amendment doesn't 
specifically mention the word ·~odomy' it 
was not entitled to Constitutional protec-
tion. So, bearing this in mind, Romer has 
beco~e an issue in th~ gay coffimunity. 
However, I don't feel that Romer really is 
a gay vs. non-gay issue. I think that it is 
more about whether the tyranny of the 
majority can take away the legal rights and 
avenues previously open to a minority 
simply because that minority isn't a popu-
lar one. 
I am aware that my opposite 
holds the view that homosexuals aren't 
entitJ.ed to minority status. This is absolute 
nonsense. A minority isn't something that 
is only observable on the ·surface. 
Members in certain religious groups are a 
minority. Any definable characteristic 
which sets one group apart from the 
majority group in some distinct A Brief History Clause to this vague "group." 
way is a minority. It is mere prejudice act- A "homosexual rights" ordinance · What is a "Minority?" 
ing out when you try to deny that the was defeated in Colorado. Opponents of Most Americans are a "minority" in 
homosexual conununity is a minority the ordinance then mounted a counter one form or another, whether it be race, 
group. It has often been said that people campaign and passed a state amendment national background, language, religion, 
will inake up a reason to justify icky or banning protected status based on homo- political persuasion, weight, sexual pref-
unpopular feelings" to make-themselves feel sexual orientation. This over-rode local erence, or any other of the literally thou-
better. homosexual rights ordinances. The sands of traits we are born with or devel-
To me, the justification for the Colorado Supreme Court struck down op. We are a nation of inunigrants who 
Colorado amendment that homosexuals the state amendment as unconstitutional have struggled to overcome our differ-
aren't a minority is a shallow fiont to cover because it allegedly excluded homosexu:- ences with a great .deal of success: in one 
up the true nature of the amendment. als from the political . process. form or another we are all "minorities." 
53% of the voting Colorado population Commentators have found this argu- It is necessary to narrow the defini-
don't want the burden anymore ofha~ing ment to be weak and it is expected that tion of"minority" in order to answer the 
I ' 
to listen to complaints, in the form oflaw- ·the Supreme Court of the United States question as given. In the current debate 
suits, that homosexuals are b~ing discrimi- will overrule the Colorado Supreme it appears that a legitipiate "minority" is 
nated against. Personally I can't see any Court. a "group" that has been defined by the 
state getting away with a similar amend- Balkanization Supreme Court as being eligible in cer-
ment which removed the legal rights of an It needs to be stressed that the main- tain .circumstances for strict or interme-
ethnic minority. People wouldn't stand stream Conservative movement in the diate scrutiny. The Supreme Court has-
still for it. Unfortunate~y, people still have United States of America is not necessar- not found homosexuals to be eligible for 
ambivalent or prejudicial feelings about ily anti-homosexual, but rather is again~t Strict or Intermediate Scrutiny - and as 
the gay community. Few people are will- the · further expansion of Special such for the issue at hand they are not a 
ing to stand up and say that this is wrong. Protection to self proclaimed "minority" "minority. II The arguments for homosex-
This is reminiscent of Nazi Germany. group,s. The Balkanization of the uals as a group to be redefined as a pro-
The Jews weren't a pop~lar group after American public into self loyal con- tected group ·are often well presented, 
World War I. They were blamed- for the stituencies based on ethnicity, religic>n, or but. qi~ real hard fact is that it)s doubtful 
evils that plagued war-torn Europe. sexual preference~ is a dangerous practice that the redefinition will 'occur within 
Similarly, many people blame the gay that is advanced· ,each time the' courts. 0 our lifetimes.Thus, the question we have 
community for the spread of the AIDS somehow identify a "gfoup" and 'brand - been asked to. address is incorrect. 
virus. When the Jews were being rounded them wit4 ' the · . iron of ''.Equal · The :Real Question 
up and . put into ghettos, no ·, one1 in P~otection". · As Virginia ' Postrel stated :As · the United States of America 
Germany hao the guts to stand up and say . afo;r a survey 'of -~he election, the swing . does not recognize homosexuals as a 
"enough." Well, this isn't Nazi Germany. . voters who put the Amendment over the · minority s~bject to strict or intermediate 
And I learn fiom history. And so long as top were Colo~adians who "simply said scrutiny, the question becm;nes "Can the 
there is breath in my body I will NOT 'Stop' to the se~mingly , endless PI9lifera- electorate, through the initiative process, 
stand idly by and watch a group stripped tion of protected categories that divide barring reclassification by the Supreme 
of their legal rights. Whether or not I asso- people into · favored and disfavored cla5s- Court, ban local authorities from 
ciate with a particular group, I feel it es~ " As John Leo commented, these new extending a protected status to certain 
would be as if someone- spit orr the categories are "based on ever weaker loosely identifiable groups?" 
Constitution to deny anyone in this coun- analogies to the black experience," and _ If the answer to the question is 
try equal protection under the laws. Our they "increasingly look like the dea~ pol- "No" then we are presented with the 
forefathers fought against the tyra.nny in itics of the past." The Supreme Court has amazing discovery of what George Will 
England that persecuted those who were recognized for many years the potential- refers to as "A New Constitutional 
.different. It is a very sad day in this coun- ly divisive and explosive power of Right." Paraphrased from his comments 
try ·when we allow 53% of any population expansive use of the Equal Protection in Gay Rights vs. Popular Sovereignty, 
to strip a 'particular group ofits legal rights. Clause and as such have, especially more _this right is the right of any "indepen-rr.===============:!==============::iiJ recently, strictly limited their use of'this dently identifiable group" not to have 
power to comparatively clear and identi- any impediments between itself and , 
To Our Readers: 
We should have called the paper EMOTIONS this month 
with all the staff turmoil that has gone on for the past two 
issues. You may have noticed the absence of two staff mem-
bers' names on last month's masthead. The trouble at 
MOTIONS has been the topic of discussion at SBA meetings. -
We even had a five-hour session with a mediation profesor. 
\ -
Well, things have settled down a bit. We have a Mac com-
puter now and a lot of new people working on tlie paper. We 
also have a charter for the first time. If you want to see our 
new charter, or help with the paper, drop by the MOTIONS 
office on the first floor of the University Center. 
Now we are concentrating on how to better serve our 
r~aders. We. need your input. Look for our questionnaire 
near the student mail boxes. Tell us what yov like and dislike 
about MOTIONS or what you would like to see. 
We appreciate all of the submissions from writers. Without 
the writers there is no paper. ·come to the writers' meeting 
the first Tuesday of each month if you can contribute. 
fiable groups that are born with the beneficial' legislation. 
identification that makes them a part of This theory is dangerous for the 
the group. sovereignty of our states. There are thou-
Identification Problems sands of statutes and policies which 
The identification of the "group" to effect unequally thousands_ of groups. As 
be protected is an interesting question: stated by the Colorado Attorney 
This problem has plagued the Court in General; in her brief arguing in favor of 
the past and coptinues to do so today. ·the new statute, an ' upholding of the 
With the . infinite variability of humans statute would put in danger the "future 
and ·their behaVior, where are the lines of popular government" and "major_ 
drawn~as to who is protected and who is public policy issues would not be decid-
not? If homosexual-political literature is ed by the political process; government 
to be taken literally, every individual sits would be obliged continually to recon-
somewhere on a scale. of sexual prefer- sider every policy choice." To quote 
ence, and as . such there is no clear cut George Will again, "To be precise, courts 
"line" of Hetero- or Homo- sexuality. would do the reconsidering. Whic~ is 
Self-identification is not suitable, for why the Colorado court's ruling is so 
obvious re-asons, to define a group. There enchanting to liberals who, having lost 
is no reliable scientific evidence that their ability to persuade American 
concludes whether homosexuality is by · majorities, are eager to expand the sway 
nature or by nurture - or, as recent theo- of judges." This Amazing New 
ries would indicate, both, either in com- Constitutional Right is unacceptable in 
bination or separately: This identification and a clear danger to the existence and 
problem with homosexuals no doubt has sovereignty of states in our Republic. 
contrib~ted to the Court's past decisions ~ee From the Right on page 18) 
not to extend the Equal Protection 
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WM1' T 'l.S TME' COLOR Of TME' SOUL 1 
By Thomas Hipke 
"Don't call me Nigger, Whitey! Don't call me Whitey, Nigger!" 
-Sly and the Family Stone-
Music is on the leading edge of 
breaking down barriers. Sly and the 
Family Stone demonstrated this by shock 
value attacks of songs about stupidity, 
racism and equality. They crossed over 
with "Everyday People," and broke new 
grounds by being everyday people. They 
were the first major musical act t6 be 
made up of blacks, whites, males and 
females. Color or sex did not matter, the 
groove did. The groove makes you move. 
People differ between color, race, reli-
gion, and sex. And vive la differen«. But . 
when you get to the true level, the higher 
level, the level of the soul there is no differ-
ence. The soul has no color. The soul is 
technicolored. We are every color people in 
a tint that moves without fences, and music 
is the playground of the soul. 
People are blind to the soul because 
they can see: Our eyes pick out big 
Jewish noses, nappy hair, albino skin, 
slanty eyes, butch flanneled women, limp 
wristed men. Put Jesus on a street corner 
and what would you see? The Savior 
Lord cometh? A glowing angel in white 
whose aura would fill your eyes with 
wonderment, ears with beauty and heart 
with joy? No. You would see a 33 year 
old middle eastern man with dark eyes, 
dark hair and dark skin who looks like he 
j ust got off the midnight shift at 7-11. 
Put him in New York and you would see 
a towel headed cab driver with a funny 
voice. Of course if you put him in 
Berkeley, Ca., or Boulder, Co., you 
would see the long haired, robe wearing, 
sandaled hippie with radical ideas as 
nothing more than your riext door 
neighbor. But does it matter what he 
looked like? No. Jesus was a true cham-
pion of the spirit. Neitzche, who deemed 
society as one mass lazy herd, revered 
him because he lived to the potential and 
truth of his soul. Does it matter that Jesus 
was Jewis_h? Close your eyes and open 
your minds. Let he who has not sinned 
cast the first stone. 
I was glad we got to process some of 
our feelings about this OJ thing today. 
There are such extreme feelings about 
this that run the whole emotional 
gamut. I feel such sadness. This is just the 
latest disillusionment that started with 
John Kennedy's death, went on to 
Richard Speck's killing of the 8 student 
nurses, Viet Nam, Watergate, the latest 
travesties of justice starting with the King 
trial, Reginald Denny, M enendez broth-
ers and now OJ. Every time one of those 
things happened I lost a little more faith, 
sense of security in the world and belief 
in fairness and j ustice. This whole race 
element is so pathetic. I lose all hope that 
we can ever bridge the gap when t\vo 
groups of people can witness the identi-
G' l event and yet filter it in ways that 
produce diametrically opposed views. 
When John Lennon died I stayed in 
bed for 3 days. It felt like the earth left it's 
axis, that anything was possible and we 
might go spinning off into outer space. 
There was nothing to hold onto. I loved 
him so much and had idealized John and 
Yoko as a couple since the late '60's. My 
To reach the soul first you must find 
it. Open your ears, music can lead the 
way. Novels, speeches and commentary 
can enlighten and inspire the spirit. 
Unfortunately they reach only a limited 
group. Because, while people will praise 
this type of education, on the whole they 
feel it to be a waste of effort. Is it loss of 
interest, length of a piece, accessibility, 
scholarship level, or, as with me, 500 
channels and nothing on 'but you have to 
keep looking'? I do not know. But I 
always hear, and have been a part of, con-
versations like: Did you watch the pri-
maries last night? "No, Melrose Plac~ was 
on." Did you see the paper this morning? 
"Yeah, . another planet conquered by 
Spaceman Spiffi" Have you ever read 
Invisible Man? "Isn't that a Chevy Chase 
movie?" I would bet that in the entire 
· U~D student population not 1 % knows 
anything but the title to Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr.'s I Have a Dream speech 
(let alone have read it). Would I win that 
bet if it were a Green Day song instead? 
Of course not, because we are more 
attached to songs, they reach us on 
another level. No one remembers the 
pledge of allegiance (try saying it), but we 
all could sing Margaritaville in our sleep. 
Music is in the car, at home on the 
stereo, on T. V, at the office, at the gym, 
nightclub.s, in movies. It has power. 
Affections will soar,_ dreams will drain. 
The hook draws you jp . James Brown 
will get you up and dancing, Aretha 
Franklin will take you over. There is a 
reason it has been termed an "experi-
ence", follow that energy to another 
level. And hey, if you don't like a song 
change the channel or wait three minutes 
and a new one will be on. 
Across Horizons 
Thankfully there is a barrage of 
music which expands horizons, indis-
criminate of educational level, facilitating 
progress without a huge commitment to 
it. Aside from projects like Amnesty 
heart broke once again 
and when it healed I 
had a little less faith in 
the world. I feel like 
that tonight, except not 
as intense. I had my 
he~rt broken for the 
last time 10 years ago. I 
swore I would never be 
in love again. That is 
how I protected 
myself. Every time I 
am devastated by 
something I deal with 
it by pulling away a lit-
tle more, becoming a 
little less accessible. By the 'time Michael 
died I had gotten so prepared for the end 
that it didn't kill me. I lose more and 
· more faith in the world every time 
another bastard gets away w ith it 
whether the bastard is some dictator the 
US props up or OJ. I'm so angry that life 
- works this way. 
I have been an insomniac all my life. 
For a few years 1 · had a game I played 
with myself just to pass the hours; I used 
International, Farm Aid, Lollapalooza sexual preferences an'd inter- racial rela-
anq H.O.R.D.E., deeper and more com- tions. Axl Rose sings about hating gays 
plicated music is unfolding in quick hits. but lists his major influence as early Elton 
Radio is sandwiching Peter Gabriel · John; they even performed together. 
between two fluff pieces, lining up The · David Bowie popularized androgyny and 
Red Hot Chili Peppers next to Madonna was the among first to be open about his 
and playing Public Enemy next to TLC. bi-sexuality. Kiss, Iggy Pop, and Queen · 
Songs of worth are everywhere, crossing were cross dressers. The Who's Pete 
over audiences by the original artist or by Townsend sings, "rough boys, I want to 
other artists' recording of them. Bob hug and kiss you." The Stones did their 
Dylan for example, the major influence last tour with a black bass player. Highly 
for social/ political pop songs, has been respected producer Phil Spector, creator of 
covered by Jimi Hendrix, The Talking "the wall of sound", who worked with the 
Heads, U2, The R ed Hot Chili Peppers, best acts of the day from Motown to the 
The Gratful Dead, Guns & Roses, The Beatles, married Ronnie Bennett of the 
Byrds, and Tom Petty, j ust to name a few. Ronnettes. This was an inter-racial mar-
The songS will get to you. They will riage when inter- racial dating was taboo. 
sneak attack with an up-front approach. Michael and Lisa Marie?Wh~ knows, who 
Sing along and before you know it you cares. Buddy Holly, Madonna and Living 
will be questioning lyrics, learning and Color were all mistaken for the opposite 
breaking down barriers. color. Do you respect any of them less? 
Though it has been tried, the influ- With music you dream and there 
ences never were fenced in. There was are no barriers. Whether it is African 
and is no avoiding a diversity of color drums, Chanting Monks, Dr. Dre, Garth 
and culture, the artist would not allow it. Brooks or Beethoven you lose yourself in 
Music expands itself, revolving around a song. It is triumph and agony. The 
other styles and incorporating all forms. symphony affects you on a higher, deep-
There are strong ties from reggae leading ,er level.. Kick back, enjoy your Nirvana, 
to rap and punk. Blondie, the Police, the Clint Black, Boyz II Men or Monteverdi. 
Sex Pistols, N .WA., Grand Master Flash, Learn from it. Explore and explode biased 
and Tupak Shakur all owe in big part to preconceptions. Black,. white, male or 
reggae. Mississippi Blues is . the basis for female, your fences do not hold what your 
Rock and Roll. Eric Clapton got his prejudices· see. Music is the color of the 
inspiration from Freddie King, B.B. King soul. And the soul is what matters. Does it 
and Muddy Waters; Jimmy Page from matter what color brought it to you? 
Robert Johnson. Listen to Chuck Berry, 
Eddie Van Halen plays to his style. Elvis 
Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Marvin Gaye, 
Otis Redding and all of Motown are 
indebted, also. Techno and house musii: 
were reactions to Kraftwerk, a white 
group from Germany. Country kicked 
into everyone from the Eagles to Elvis 
Costello. Classical music and world music 
are in there, too.You can not separate the 
music from the mix. 
And the horizons get wider, stranger 
and more diverse when we throw in sex, 
to think of what I 
would wish for if I 
only had 3 wishes. Out 
of the thousands of 
combinations I finally 
settled on these · three: 
1) That no child would 
ever be born into fam-
ilies who couldn't 
financially and emo-
tionally care for them; 
2) That there would be 
no more cruelty of any 
kind; 3) That I would 
have the body of 
Brigitte Bardot circa 
1959. (I saved one wish just for me. I 
originally wanted all three wishes for 
myself: 1) to have perfect skin; 2) Bardot 
1959; 3) To be blissfully happy for the 
rest of my life.) I know none of these 
things will ever happen. I have lost faith 
that the world or I will get better. I wish 
I could do more to make a positive dif-
ference in the world, but all this disap-
pointment has taken it's toll. I am so cyn-
ical about life that it is hard to summon 
The man that hath no music in himself, 
Nor is not moved with concord of 
sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils; 
The motions of his spirit are dull as 
night, 
And his affections dark as Erebus. 
Let no ·such man be trusted. Mark the 
music. 
W Shakespeare 
(from The Merchant ofVenice) 
up enough faith to commit to much. I 
don't want to be jaded, but I can't help it. 
All my activity is just a cover for the des-
peration I feel that life means nothing. I 
throw myself into the paper to give struc-
ture and meaning to my life. I know it 
means ~othing in the big scheme of 
things, but it is everything to me. I have to 
have faith in something and I know I can't 
depend on anything outside of myself but 
I don't really have 100% faith in myself. 
I called my mom when I got home 
from school to tell her about the student 
reaction to the verdict. She said that the 
judges happened to have scheduled a 
meeting today. The -conversation turned 
to the verdict and they all agreed that this 
may be the impetus to change some 
laws. They felt that one way to get a 
more diverse jury is to liinit the numb~r 
of peremptory challenges. I hope some 
good comes of this tragedy. One lives in 
hope. The Harmonic Convergence was 
supposed to herald in a new, better age. I 
went upto Central Park and sat in a cir-
cle chanting OM and everything.What a 
load of shit. 
----- ~-----;..~---........--
L et us not wallow in the valley of despair. I say to you today, my 
friends, so even though we face 
the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I 
still have a dream. It is a dream deeply 
rooted in the American dream. 
I have a dream that one day this 
nation will rise up and live out the true 
meaning of its creed: "We hold these 
truths to be self evident; that all men are 
created equal." 
I have a dream that one day on the 
red hills of Georgia the sons of former 
slaves and the sons of former slaveowners 
will ... be able to sit down together at the 
table ofbrotherhood. 
I have a dream that one day even the 
state of Mississippi, a state sweltering 
with the heat of injustice, sweltering 
with the heat of oppression, will be 
transformed into an oasis of freedom and 
justice. 
I have a dream that my four little 
children will one day live in a nation 
where they will not be judged by the 
color of their skin but by the content of 
their character. 
I have a -dream today. 
I have a dream that one day, down in 
rt"' II I~ 
by Shaun Morey 
Photographs by Scott Menghini 
There we were. Eager onlookers 
expecting a guilty verdict. A few hold-
outs hollered for acquittal, but we 
snickered at these naive fools. We knew 
the defendant was guilty. Educated peo-
ple wearing coats and ties told us that a 
speedy verdict favored the prosecution. 
They told us the ominous meaning 
when a jury refuses to look a defendant 
in the eyes. They reported the signifi-
cance that the only evidence the jury 
reviewed was evidence damaging to the 
defendant. They nodded solemnly in 
favor of the prosecution. 
So what happened? How was it 
that the legal pundits got caught with 
their theories around their ankles? And 
why were so many of us· swayed by the 
conjecture? Could it be, that with all 
our knowledge, with all our technolog-
ical confiderrce, with all our arrogance, 
we've lost our ability to reason? Our 
abiliW to doubt? 
I remember precisely where I was 
when #32 lay prone in the back seat of 
his automobile. I stood in an airport 
watching a stunned news reporter tell 
me that the I football great had a loaded 
gun pointed at his temple. Before that 
_moment, I suspected the ex-husband 
was the murderer. Standing at the air-
port viewing the car chase, I was confi-
dent he had done it. Suddenly I wanted 
him to fire the bullet. To end the misery 
and join his victims. But like so many 
other "brave murderers," this suspected 
murderer was a coward. 
And so the show began. The State 
put on Act 1, and I was bolstered with 
confidence and prepared to convict. 
Then the defense put on Act II, and still 
I wanted to convict. But something felt 
wrong. My tightly gripped reasoning 
had wriggled slightly. There was a tinge 
of doubt. A nagging sliver of apprehen-
sion. 
The defense called it "reasonable 
doubt, and this slippery little phrase had 
slid inside my conscience. It snuck in 
when I had tried so hard to repel it. All 
those fanciful defense lawyers with all 
their artful maneuverings had greased 
that little phrase and forced it through. 
Still, I tried to ignore it, and at the end, 
as the defendant stood before the jury, I 
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I Have a Dream· 
Dr. Marti11. Luther King, Jr 
--? .. 
Alabama, with its vicious With this faith we will 
racists, with its governor 
having his lips dripping 
with the words of interpo-
sition and nullification, one 
day right there in Alabama 
little black boys and black 
girls will be able to join 
hands with · little white 
boys and white girls as sis-
ters and brothers. 
I Have a dream today. 
I have a dream that 
one day every valley shall 
be exalted, every hill and mountain shall 
be made low, the rough places will be 
made plain and the crooked places will 
be made straight, and the glory of the 
Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall 
see it together. 
This is our hope. This is our faith 
that I go back to the South with. With 
this faith we will be able to hew out of 
the mountain of despair a stone of hope. 
be able to transform 
the jangling discords of 
our nation into a beau-
tiful symphony of 
brotherhood. With this 
faith we will be able to 
work together, to . pray 
together, to struggle 
together, to go to jail 
together, to stand up 
for freedom together, 
knowing that we will 
be free one day. 
This will be the day... this will be 
the day when all of God's children will 
be able to sing with new meaning: "My 
country 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty, 
of thee I sing. Land where my fathers 
died, land of the Pilgrims' pride, from 
every mountain side,, let freedom ring;' 
and if America is to be a great nation, 
·this must become true. 
So let freedom ring, from the 
() 1~ 
yearned for a guilty verdict. But the jury 
hadn't been tainted by the pundits. They 
hadn't been pummeled by the media. 
They retained their ability to reason. 
But was justice served? 
Webster defines justice in many 
ways. Fairness. Rightfulness. 
Impartiality. Nowhere does the defini-
tion include the words innocent or 
guilty. The objective of otir justice sys-
tem is to administer fairness rtO the 
accused. To conclude guilt or innocence 
is the desired result. But systems don't 
always function to form. The American 
legal system is built to err on the side of 
fairness. And while some who are guilty 
will surely go free, the alternative is 
upconscionable. 
The jury performed the final act, 
and they received a standing ovation 
from many. The applause;! was for a sys-
tem of fairness, not a system bound 'by 
questions of guilt or innocence. We may 
never know if the defendant was inno-
cent or guilty, but justice was served in 
Webster's jurisdiction; the jurisdiction 
that embodies the fundamental rights 
this nation was founded upon. 
The following three questions were 
posed to persons lurking about 
USD Law School: . 
1: Do you remember where you were 
during the white bronco chase? (Our 
generations' ''JFK Question.") · 
2. If you could exchange places with 
anyone involved with the trial, who 
would it be? 
3. Was justice served? . 
Claudine Sherman (3L) 
1. "Yes, I was in my living room glued 
to the T. V. for 5 hours." 
2. ''Johnny · Cochran. He's brilliantly 
talented." 
3. "I believe so. The prosecution didn't 
prove their case. You can't send a person 
to jail for life on that sort of evidence." 
Cindi Skinner (3L) 
1. "Yes, I watched it at a friend's house." 
2. "Marsha Clark. She showed a lot of 
class and dignity in her style. I respect 
the way she handled everything." 
3. "No. But it was no fault of the legal 
system. Both side~ dealt with a racist 
officer and a bad police department. It 
was a volatile situation." 
Professor Montoya (Criminal Law) 
1. I don't remember 
2. "I hesitate to be any of them, but 
Johnny Cochran put on a brilliant 
defense." 
3. "Yes and no. I wouldn't second guess 
a jury unless you were there to form a 
judgement. But the trial made a mock-
ery of justice, it was an embarresment to 
the profession" 
·•. \:it. 
Courtney Ryan (Real Estate) 
1. "Yes. I was at my cousin's 
house when I heard about the 
chase." 
2. "Marsha Clark. She's got a lot of 
guts." 
3. "No. He was guilty." 
Raj Rajan (1 and 1 /2L B) 
1. "It was during my first semester 
of summer law school. I was sitting 
at home talking oh the telephone 
studying criminal law." 
2. "I would be Shapiro. He walked 
away from the trial with dignity." 
3. "Yes, if the jurors honestly felt 
reasonable doubt." 
prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire. 
Let freedom ring, from the mighty 
mountains of New York. Let freedom 
ring, from the heightening Alleghenies 
of Pennsylvania! 
Let freedom ring from the snqw-
capped Rockies of Colorado! 
Let freedom ring from the curva-
ceous slopes of California! 
But not only that. 
Let freedom ring from Stone 
Mountain of Georgia! 
Let freedom ring from Lookout 
· Mountain ofTennessee! -
Let freedom ring from every hill 
·and mole of Mississippi. 
From' every mountainside, let free-
dom ring, and when this happens ... 
when we allow freedom [to) ring, when 
we let it ring from every village and 
every hamlet, from every state and every 
city, we will be able to speed up that day 
when . all of God's children, black men 
and white men, Jews . and Gentiles, 
Protesunts and Catholics, will be able to 
join ha~ds and sing in the words of the 
old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! Free at 
· last! Thank God Almighty,. we are free at 
last!" 
1. "I was at the Bank of America in 
Solano Beach making a deposit. I 
remember it vividly." 
2. "The bailiff. He didn't 'have to 
answer any questions. There was no 
pressure on him, and he got to check 
out the trial." 
3. "No. But karma will get him in 
the long run." 
Christian S.'Scott (1!- C) 
Vanessa Hanselman (1L C) 
1. "Yes. I was at home watching the 
NBA Finals." 
· 1. "Yes. I was a:lso at home watching 
the basketball game." 
2. ''Judge Ito. It's his room. He's in 
control." 
2. ''Johnny Cochran. He knows what . 
he's doing and makes the job look 
easy. . 
3. ;, Yes. The jurors had a greater abil-
itY to judge the truth, and the truth 
always comes out." 
3. "Yes. The prosecution did not 
prove their case. It was injustice by 
the LAPD." 
~-----~··--·-
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The Right Continued from page 15 
In Closing 
The homosexual political movement, 
controlled almost exclusivly by the far 
left in the past, has had an interesting 
problem as of the last few years. In . the 
. past the movement was exclusively tied 
to a Liberal Democrat agenda of Special 
Protection. Recently however, there have 
been large desertions to the Republican 
Party by homosexual individuals who see · 
the inherent problems with the Equal 
Protection arg\iment and who realize 
that there are issues other than sexual 
preference that effect their lives directly, 
such as business development, taxation, 
and the need to reduce the size of the 
State. The Log Cabin Republicans are a 
national organization of Republican 
homosexuals who have a local, San 
Diego chapter. The growth of this, and 
similar organizations, throughout the 
Republican community, is a good indica-
tion that opinion_L in the homosexual 
community are in fact changing. When 
enough opinions change perhaps the 
homosexual lobbyists and self appointed 
legal guardians will nod another, . more 
realistic windmill to tilt their lances at. 
Dave Boyd Continued from page 11 
out how and when one of their teain-
member's is going to get you a job. They 
certainly weren't invited to give us a week-
ly beating, despite what they may think. · 
Now if any of Res Judicata is reading this 
and I am applying to your firm and you 
have gotten past the laughing at my resume 
stage, I hope you recognize sarcasm. · 
The Faculty team lead by_ the fearless 
Prefessor Kelly obviously has done some 
recruiting. With an unbelievable 4-1 
record, this team is currently ranked num-
ber 3. There are two possibilities for this 
record. Either Faculty has recruited the. ta1.:. 
ents of supernatural bein~ or they haven't 
realized that we did not invite them out . . 
there to win. ·But remember, before you 
µiink of running up the score, Faculty has 
the last laugh when it comes to finals, and 
unfortunately that Will last much longer 
than the thrill of victory. Of course, we all 
know that the individual faculty .members 
are well above. taking any of this personally. 
The team formerly known as Shut the 
Hell .Up is having quite a season (3-1) . . 
Actually it has not been that impressive, but 
now .that . Knee Pads Optiortal has retired 
their spikes any team could take the title 
this season, except for Venerable Vultures 
(the 'SBA te;un). Venerable Vultures will 
have to cons!stently field'a team before the 
can get any delusions of grandeur. They 
currently ' have_ P.<?sted an "impressive" 
~even runs 'scored. Who forgot the bats? 
Funky Bones (4-0), WSU (3- 1) (I 
refuse to call theni Thomas Jefferson yet), 
Shut the Hell Up, and Res Judicata will be 
the contenders for the championship. For 
the first time in recent history, We could 
not predict the Co-Rec winner before the 
sea5on started. 
I must congratulate the first year teams 
in their. unprecedented participation this 
year. Section A has three teams, and for the 
first time in recent history, the evening sec-
tion has put together a sqaud. I am begin-
ning to wonder if these people- have a life 
outside of law school, either '·they don't 
or they did not understand the · no alco-
hol rule. The three Section A teams, have 
managed to post an impressive four vic-
tories, mostly by Section A1 (3-2). 
Section A2 (0-5) has little to offer, except 
for winning percentage for the rest of the 
league. Congratulations to Section A3 
for putting at least one victory on the 
board for legitimacy. Finally Section B 
(1-4) and C (1-4) have each put on one 
victory, but presumably against Section · 
A2. · But at least Sectjon A2 has l'osted 
more runs per game (4) than Venerable 
Vultures (2.3). 
Finally, it is my understanding that 
Bob Karwin put together a note on the 
performance of our All Star team that 
USO sent up to Whittier ~o kick 
Southern California law school's collec-
tive butt. Congratulations to the team 
for showing that we are not 'all study 
mongers down here. Our sympathies go 
out to the family and friends of the 
Whittier participant who died in an acci-
dent on the way home. 
c a r e. e r s • ervices 
TEN STEPS TO BEGINNING YOUR 
LEuAL JOB SEARCH 
The following suggestions may be help-
ful in _seeking your first legal position: 
1. Visit the Career Services Office. 
Introduce yourself to any of the staff, 
pick up a copy of our resources and ser-
vices list, and take a quick glance at our 
reference shelves. 
2. Make an appointment with a ' 
Career Services counselor. A thirty-
minute session will allow you to ask 
questions, review resources, evaluate your 
options, and help you to begin assem-
bling a legal j9b "application". packet. 
(See items 3-7.) 
3. Prepare a resume. The purpose of 
.a resume is to get you an interview. Your 
resume should highlight your accom-
plishments and should be considered the 
first writing sample a potential employer 
will see. A Career Services Resume 
Guide will .help you get started. 
4. Draft a general cover letter. Your 
letter will need to be basic enough to 
introduce you to different employers 
while leaving room for customizing for 
speCific position needs. A Career Services 
Cover Letter Guide contains an outline' 
for writing cover letters as well as samples. 
5. Request copies of your unoffi-
cial USD law school transcript from 
the Records Office. While some 
employers will accept only the official 
transcript, many will accept an unofficial 
copy. Be sure to also have available 
copies of transcripts from all colleges and 
universities you have attended. 
6. Prepare writing samples. If 
you are in your first year of law 
school, your lawyering skills brief 
will suffice. If you h~ve clerking · 
experience, you may be able to use 
a legal document if all information 
identifying the client is redacted. If 
possible, have one to three writing 
samples available; they should be 
from 4 - 6 pages long --:. not to 
exceed 10 pages. 
7. · Develop a list of references. 
These people should know you in a 
prof~ssjonal context and he a~le tri 
speak highly of you.. Likely catididates 
include law school and undergraduate 
professors, former employers, and co.n-· 
tacts through community service activi-
ties. Be sure to request permission 
before listing anyone, a!'-d keep them 
current on. your application and inter-
viewing activities. 
8. Network. Contact friends and 
family who might . be able to help 
you. While it is unlikely that.someone is 
going to give you a job, many ,people 
know someone in the legal profession. 
One contact often leads to several othe.rs. 
9. Attend Career Services pro-
grams. Our office offers a 'variety of . 
programs related to the job search, 
including resume' and cover letter writing 
workshops, -judicial clerkship panels and 
varioUs employer panels. Career Service8 
also. participates in· a number of regional 
career days and job fairs throughout the 
year. . 
10. Join legal organizations. USO 
has a number of on-campus student 
organizations where you can meet fellow 
students, attend presentations and get to 
know local attorneys; Students who have 
completed their second semester of law 
school are allowed to become student 
members of many local· county bar associ-
ations· and gain access to events sponsored 
by the San Diego legal community. A 
number of national legal organizations 
also have student memberships. 
The Tools To Help You Find That Job 
. (you might as well start now) 
Career Services welcomes all first- Job Binders--local, regional, and nation-
year students. We encourage you to visit wide listings; government, private, and 
our office beginning November i, 1995. public interest employers; paid and vol-
To introduce you to the ,staff, resources, . unteer positions. 
services and progra,ms available to you . IBM Comp1;1ters 
throughout your law school years, we Students proficient in WordPerfect may 
have scheduled the Career Services use computers to compose resumes and 
Open House and Job Search Overview cover letters. Students trained in LEXIS 
on Friday, November 10th. In addition, and Westlaw may conduct on-line job 
resume workshops will take place on searches. 
November 8th and 9th followed by a Career Development Programs 
cover letter workshop on Tuesday, Career Services offers a variety of pro-
November 14th. Seating is limited -- grams throughout the academic year. 
sign ~p in Career Services beginning Events wi.ll be listed in Sidebar, Motions, 
November 1st to reserve a seat. and in Career Services. 
To keep · informed about what's Career Services Guides 
happening in Career Services, watch for A series of career guides, including 
, articles in Motions, announcements in employer lists, sam'ple resumes, cover let-
Sidebar, and programmatic information ters, government hiring procedures, 
on the bulletin _board directly outside among others, are available upon 
our office. Warren Hall, Room 111 request. 
260-4529 Co-Sponsored Job Fairs , 
_Monday - Wednesday 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 Career Services participates in specialty 
pm (during academic year) practice, minority, public interest, and 
Thursday & Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 pm government job fairs natio11wide. 
Staff: Susan Benson, Director Students are responsible for travel and 
Kate Vargas, Assistant Director ·housing costs. 
Julie Hoyle,JLD Coordinator Fall Recruiting Program 
Kemi Williams, Career Services' Employers interview students either on-
Coordinator or off- campus from mid-September 
Linda Sola, Career Services Assistant through October each year. 
SERVIC~S INCLUDE: Alumni Services 
Career Counseling Alumni may continue to use Career 
By -appointment, meet with Career Services following graduation. The 
Services staff to dis..cuss career objectives Alumni Job N ewsletter is published 
and job search strategy. Brief walk.:.in monthly and available· upon request. 
-appointments are also available during Call 260-4771 to be placed on the mail-
scheduled times d3ily. ing list. 
Resume and Cover Letter Review Career Resource Library 
By appointmen't; mail,. or the resume Resources are available cevering a broad · 
drop-off service, Career Services staff range of career development and job 
will edit your resume and cover letters. search toeics. 
Video Mock Interviews Recip_rocity 
Mock video interview and immediate Many ABA accredited law schools offer 
playback and review by Career Services nationwide reciprocal use of career ser-
staff. Preregistration required. vices. Restrictions apply. Check with 
Law Clerk & Attorney Job Listings Career Services for current availability. 







The USD Asian, Pacific' An.ieri~aQ.'. 
~ f ; • • ' • " - • • :· ' \ • 
Law Students Association * 
:: ·· r . 
Presents 
HARRY•WU 
Saturday, N oventber·' 4 
11:00 a_.tn. 
' ·• . . . . 
Hahn University Center 
Harry Wu, Founder and Executive Director of the 
Laogai Research Foundation, is one of the world's 
foremost human tights · campaigners. After spending 
19 years as a ·political prisoner in China's ''"Bamboo · '2 
Gulag," Wu returned to China three times to visit 
prison camps secretly and film atrocities there.His 
autobiography, Bitter 'Winds, is a global bestseller. 
This event is free and· open to the public; however, 
seating is limited and. will be available 
first-come-first-served. 
For further information, please ·contact: 
The Asian PacJfic Law Students Association, 
260-4600, x4341 
* This event is ·cosponsored by the Student Bar Association, United _ 
Front, Associated Students, and the Social Issues Committee. 
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Moot" Court Board, in conjunction' with the 
USD Alu~~i· A~sociation and Bar/Bri 
·., presei:its the. Annual 
-.ALUMNI ,TORT. COMPETITION. 
Ail 2nd, 3rd & 4th years ' day or night students niay 'participate as 
attorneys. 1st year students are encouraged to participate as bailiffs 
and timekeepers. Individual competitors will argue current issues of 
tort law before a distinguished panel of faeulty, attorneys and judges. 
Competition consists of a written brief and oral arguments. 
· · -.. . . First Rou~d: · November 8 
• .J • • :Semi-Final Round: 




.. 1\ll. non-participating students and guests are invited to attend. 
PRO BONO LEGAL ADVOCATES 
" ..... --. ·, -.~;,·'. ~--~·;·"'· . ..-_ ~ """"'"""' , . 
A big thanks to all those 
·who joined the USO Law 
team either as a participant 
or a sponsor for the annual 
·AIDS Walk in Balboa Park 
on October L It was a great 
success! '. .. 
· ' • Watch for this yea_r's 
first issue ofThe Pro Bono Legal 
Advocates Newsletter coming 
out the first week in 
November. The· Newsletter 
will provide you with all the 
latest information about pro-
grams, speakers and events 
sponsored by P!Q ~ono. Also, 
keep your eyes open for a chance to 
win a PRIZE in our -newsletter raffle! 
'199 5 - 96 National Mock Trial Team members: (L to R, back row) LArissa Kosits, 
Gary Sharp, Tara Lee, Emily Goldbach, (middle row) JimDimmer, Kelly Schorr, Michelle 
Paradise, Prefessor Richard "Gorky" Marton, Melissa Kirschner, Andrew Peters, 
Cynthia Sanders, (front) Stacy Rocheleau, Krista Sandler, Stacey James, Nick Campbell, 
Lynn Anne Baker, Evan Kitahara. Missing: John Campbell, Ryan Saba, Cindi Skinner 
NATIONAL MOCK TRIAL TEAM . 
GETTING READY TO ARGUE 
• ! 
Since it was officially formed in 
1990, USD's National Mock Trial Team 
has continued .a tradition of winning. If 
the results from t~e Closing ·Argument 
Competition and the Barristers Society 
5th Annual Mock Trial Competition are 
any indication, this years team promises 
to not only continue that tradition, but 
to surpass all expectations. This year, the 
trial team was expanded from 12 people · 
to t'9 people because,. in the words of 
Coach Corky Wharton, "Every person 
just deserve~ to be on the team. Never 
have so many qualified advocates tried 
out for the trial team." 
This semester, the National Mock 
Trial Team is gearing up fQr ~o compe-
titions. The '.fournament of Champions, 
sponsored by the National Institu"te for 
Trial Advocacy, is · scheduled for 
N_ovember 1-5 in St. Petersburg, Florida. 
TheTournamenfpits the top 16 teams in 
the nation against one another to select 
the "best of the best:' Leaving San 
Diego on Halloween evening, ~present-
ing USO are Evan Kitahara, Larissa 
Kosits, Kelly Schorr and Gary Sparp. 
Less ·. than two weeks later, 
Novembe·~ 16- 18, USO will have two 
teams competing in the San Diego 
Defense Lawyers Competition. This 
competition is limited to California law 
schools and participants this year include 
teams from U.C Berkeley, Loyola, 
Pepperdine, and USD's arch-rivals, Cal 
Western. Representing USD's school 
colors are the blue team of Tara Lee, 
Andrew Peters and Krista Sandler, and 
the white team of Nick Campl;>ell, 
Melissa Kinchner, Stacy Rocheleau and 
Cindi Skinner. USO students interested 
in ·attending the San Diego Defense 
Lawyers Competition to cheer their 
team on to victory should contact 
Georgia Gordon in room 302b for fur-
ther details. 
Congratulations to all the new team 
members and best luck to this semester's · 
competitors. 
--
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BAR/BRI IN LAW SCHOOL 
Ge~: the~ Competitive~ · 
IST YEAR REVIEW 
The first year of law school will likely be one of the 
most confusing and demanding academic experiences 
of your life. Join BAR/BRI in your first year and take 
advantage of our unique program oflaw school 
preparation. The BAR/ BRI First Year Review 
Volume contains 
comprehensive, 
concise black letter 
law outlines design-
ed to help you cut 
through the fog of 
detail and give a 






Property, and Torts. 
The First Year 
Review program also includes a final exam lecture series. These 
lectures will completely review each of the First Year subjects in a 
separate comprehensive lecture. The lectures, delivered by national-
ly recognized experts, will provide invaluable assistance in under-
standing the black letter law. 
The First Year Review program has guided thousands of students 
to success in the most difficult year of Law School. 
2NDYEARAND 
3 RD YEAR REVIEWS 
As a BARJBRI student you can continue to benefit from our 
arsenal of materials and lectures. BAR/ BRI's second and third year 
program is specifically tailored 
to second and third year courses. 
As in the First Year Review, 
second and third year students 
can also take advantage of video 
presentations by our national 
a.nd local lecturers given j ust 
prior to exams. These lectures 
give a complete and thorough 
overview of many of your sec-
ond and third year classes. 
Fight the fear oflearning law 
by the sink-or-swim methods 
. used by most law schools. Let 
Law School ABC's teach you the 
basic study and exam writing 
skills used by successful law stu-
dents. Fill the void between 
mastering the subject matter and 
writing it all during the exam. 
Law School ABC's teaches 
. students the skills necessary to 
succeed in law school. Skills such 
as briefing cases, selecting supplemental materials, participating in 
classroom discussions, taking lecture notes, synthesizing and outlining 
the course materials, studying for exams, spotting issues, developing. 
an analysis, managing your time, and writing exams that· make the 
grade are all covered in the Law School ABC's workshops. 
Each Law School ABC's workshop is conducted by an experi-
enced teacher oflaw school skills. Students will learn using hands-
on, interactive exercises, and all workshop participants receive the 
Law School ABC's workbook, developed and written by academic 
assis~ance professors. All at no additional charge. 
MULTISTATE,PROFESSIONAL 
RES.·RON~l~IL:ITY E~t-t .. lMPR1:) 
The Millcistate Prefesfilollal R~SponS'ibility Exk will lik:dy be 
your first encounter with die ~ar .pam since ~~rnia allows you 
to t;Uce the ~RE while you are in law school. M;uty stlldents take 
the MPR.E during their se.cond orthir:d year, 
BAR/BRI gives you cop:iplete preparation fur the MPRE with a 
lecture, wbstantive outlin~ and practice exams .. A" comprehensive 4 
hour lecture reviews the scope, substance and tediniques needed to 
tackle the MPRE. 
BAR/ BRI provides a detailed substantive outline written by Pro-
fessor Richard \Vydick, which covers all aspects of the MPRE exam. 
Additionally, students receive three MPRE practice exams contain-
ing actual MPRE questions released by the N ational Conference 
of Bar Examiners with analytical answers. 
BAR/BR I 1-800-995-5227 
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SAN DIEGO 
3280 Motor Ave., Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA .90034 
(310) ~87-2360, Fax 287-2045 
332 Golden Gate, San Frandsco, CA 94102 
(415) 441-5600, Fax 441-3764 
1875 Quivira VViiy, Suite C-8, San Diego, CA 92109 
(619) 523-5213, Fax 523-1612 
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